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Moment, you see …, everything on the Earth happens at a certain
moment. For each of you there is your own illuminated moment.
But the moment can be collected by reasonable actions, unless
people learn to steal the God, they will never reach their reasonable moment, and you must understand it.
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Preface
Reproducing moment is the notion which reveals the special
essence of Living. You must realize that everything existing on
our Earth, and not only on the Earth, is embodied only in a special
reasonable moment. You must learn or remember the feelings all
the people of the Earth realizing the power of the moment, possessed. Understanding and feeling of reproduction inside your
body opens special sense and freedom for the human race, increasing the frequency of the Earth vibration. We want the mankind to
reach such a level of reception which will allow people to rule and
direct their lives towards eternal realization of themselves. Love,
happiness and joy will always be within a human, feeling the
power of the moment.
We heartily wish the entire mankind to obtain reason, leading
to the understanding of the Reproducing Moment.
Be happy!!!
Love YOURSELF in you, Love EVERYTHING surrounding you!!!
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Revealing truths.
Starting the seventh book I want to warn all the inhabitants of
the Earth, that all the changes We have described in the previous
books, are already working, and you will experience real changes
in your lives. Dear friends, this is the year 2012, which will reveal
a human in everyone. The word “to reveal” is not really correct,
but for many of you this word is the linking which We have mentioned before. What will the year 2012 reveal in you, what will
happen to you further? We have already told you that the people
of the Earth are not people. Then the question arises: “Who are
you?” You are not really people; you are the phantoms of people.
NOW We will try to explain what We mean by the word “phantom». Besides We will provide you with the program which will
reveal an integral human in you. Look, what has happened and is
still happening because of your ignorance: all of you were integral
people, you dreamt of expanding up to infinity, but you accepted
illusion. We have described it before and We will not repeat it. So
you made yourselves live one limited life. What do We mean by
“limited”? You decided everything or rather implemented this limitation in your life, and now your lives must be limited. You are
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“obedient” performers, you follow just one program imposed on
you, never noticing Us, IMMORTAL. But this is just one side of
the problem; when you die, you become so indifferent that you
neither understand nor feel who you are. When you “die” you are
so surprised that you really exist, as according to your plan you do
not exist anymore. Truly saying We are very irritated by this. Being without your body, you forget your former life you have just
left, more and more losing yourselves. We would like to ask such
indifferent people: “How are you going to assemble yourselves if
even being bodyless you do not want to know yourselves?” This is
a vicious circle, being reborn you forget your previous life, but
We always want to tell you: “You are still people going from life
to life, it cannot be anyone else but you”. People believe that human soul can occupy a tree or an animal etc. Let us talk about this
belief. About your life in trees after you leave your life. Do you
remember how We described the Space of a cedar? Yes, after their
leave lucky ones find themselves within the Space of a cedar.
What about animals? Actually people do not have to move to any
other creatures, they have to expand. People must not be in the
space of animals, but you are not people, that is why some of you,
who reincarnate into animals, but for a short period of time. This
is nonsense.
Who are you?
Every inhabitant of the Earth was born by the Gods: a man
and a woman. Everyone was a self-sufficient and great Godhuman. You were in timelessness and desired expansion. So the
basic moment: you can remember everything and resurrect your
real nature, the child of two Loving God-people.
Who are you, people?
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By this moment Sergey will have remembered his real nature
and smile at himself to encourage. But his smile is the result of
great work, I do not worry about him, I worry about you, My dear
people. This is not the first time he remembers himself, that is
why he can reconstruct the sequence of the names. At first it was
Zar, then EliZar and Zarspass and so on. It will not be difficult for
him (of course if he does his best) to remember himself. Some of
you cannot remember themselves and collect ions of non-existent
time. Some of you have not remembered themselves since they
lost themselves. What difficulties you can face while remembering
and what will happen to the people who do not want to remember
and collect themselves?
What do you think, who gave you hospitals and medications
which make you feel well? Looking at your suffering of misunderstanding of Real Living We had no choice but give you hospitals and medication which seem to make you recover. Regard any
drug treating a definite disease, and divide it into algorithms or
frequency waves. You will be astonished as the algorithms of
medicines and diseases will be the same but this coincidence is
unexpected – the algorithms and frequency waves in medications
will have continuation. “Does it mean that all the medications are
rational algorithms” – you can ask. Yes, it is true, We invented the
algorithm of treatment of a disease, or rather delay of a disease.
Your diseases cannot be completely treated, they just turn into a
slow process, and they seem to fall asleep. But at a certain moment they wake up again. After that the medication which delayed
the disease did not act any more, but even in this situation We invented a way out for you, substituting this medicine by the other
one having the same algorithm but different information. In such a
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way your medical science started to substitute one medication by
the other one, treating your diseases. You also had to meet such
cases when one kind of medication helps certain people but does
not influence the other ones. In this situation doctors usually substitute the medication by the other one which is similar to it. Doctors cannot understand why the same medication helps certain
people but does not influence the other ones. In this case they follow their traditional strategy of choosing the medication for the
patient. There are also people allergic to many choices of medications and it is pathology. Any disease starts when a person loses
his Space or himself, it is misunderstanding of certain aspects of
illusive life. Thus, the person unable to understand himself during
several lives, falls ill again, this disease has been sleeping inside.
He is allergic to all the medications doctors try to treat him with.
His serious state makes this person act resolutely as his leave is
inevitable. After that, being born on the Earth again, he will suffer
from the same disease and leave again – this is a vicious circle.
What can a person in such a situation do? Just remember and assemble himself and his lost Space, this is the only way out for a
human and for you, our dear people.
Do you want to ask why?
It happens because in 2012 We close the algorithms of all
the medications; it means that diseases will not sleep in your bodies. It means that when you fall ill the only way out from this state
is to remember yourselves and assemble your lost and forgotten
Space.
It is weird to realize that all the people reading and getting
information will wake up and realize their forgotten Space inside
~8~

their bodies. It is normal as there is certain moment for any event
in timelessness.
Now you can ask a question: “What is this forgotten Space
and how to find it?”
We have already described your Spaces but We missed out
many things you cannot understand. But regarding previous books
and your feelings, We are trying to make integral notion of the energy of information for you to feel it.
Space, what can We say about It …?
How can We characterize It …?
When you start remembering and assembling yourself you
will face the understanding of your Space which has always been
waiting for you.
So, what is waiting for you?
You are real God-human, You are the Space waiting for
yourself! “Well, it means that the Space We have described before
is you” – some of you will ask. Yes, your Space is you but with a
small remark: you are real, integral God-people.
“What about our planets?” – you can ask. – “We think that
our Planets are our Spaces”.
You see, Planets and Stars just add something to You, they
are your assistants, but only You can be the Space in which the
Planet, the Star and the Galaxy was born. Only you define
EVERYTHING surrounding YOU.
So what is the conclusion?
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It turns out that a human contains EVERYTHING you can
imagine. For example, Sergey produced a number of Galaxies, and
it is just a part of his Magnificent Space. Before We described just
his Planet Velenokgrozdia and wanted him to remember his first
Space Planet, but now We want him to remember his Galactic
CoCreations. Besides, We want to remind you, Sergey, that this
part of your Space is waiting for your participation while you are
sleeping, in other words, it cannot exist without you. The people
inhabiting your Galaxies watch you and want you to return in the
integral state. Do you understand now, why I am shaking you and
trying to wake you up? Your Space is waiting for you while you
are sleeping on the Earth trying to help Me. But can you tell me
how? If you are not a human, how can you help me, I am a human? When you assemble yourself and become a human, I will
notice your help. But NOW, writing these books, remember that
you are not a human, you are just a phantom, we have nothing to
talk about. But it is a temporary situation. When you assemble
yourself, our conversation will illuminate our joint Project, in
which you can take part. And NOW mind: unless you wake up,
your multidimensional Space, you have no notion of, will be destroyed; and the scientists of the Earth through their telescopes
will be able to see many Galaxies destroyed … For example Andromeda… I will be not able to help you as your Space can feel
only you, its Creator, but it cannot feel Me. By the way, have you
ever thought why on the cover of the first book “Introduction into
the true history of the Earth and the human race” there is the Galaxy of Andromeda? Of course, not as you think that only I am responsible for your actions. I will tell you and you will remember
how you CoCreated your first Galaxy called “Itismydream”. But
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you must remember its full name. Can you do it? If you remember
it, it will mean that you have not lost everything.
Sergey`s answer: SwetoZar is the mane of Andromeda, and I
remember CoCreation of this Magnificent Galaxy. But to tell you
about it NOW, We have to regard your Space body. Space body is
your initial, eternal, Divine body, always moving and expanding.
New organs have always formed incredibly vast Spaces, which
can have physical manifestation in the form of Galaxy. I can feel
incredible number of Galaxies inside my body. And you know this
incredible volume has its logical manifestation. This volume is an
indivisible part of me and I feel like the Universe having no
boundaries. Now I understand that Galaxies are the manifestation
of the Space bodies expansion. It can be difficult to understand but
very easy to feel. As We feel, how can We not recognize ourselves? Of course you can have a number of questions about the
origin of the Galaxies, but there is neither accuracy nor boundaries, it is very multidimensional. I would like to add that the Galaxy of SwetoZar is located in the right lower corner of my stomach.
− Well, it is just a small particle of your memories and your
Spirit, but there is the moment for you, and only for you, to remember EVERETHING. NOW I am stepping aside as you asked
…, and now inside your body there is emptiness. I think you know
about its origin. You must feel yourself by yourself, it is the moment of your opening, you are the first to show the way for the
other people. Then you have to know the following: unless you
assemble yourself quickly enough, the devils can use this emptiness inside your body and then…you know what can happen in
this case. But do not make a martyr of yourself, it is your own pro~ 11 ~

ject, I just help you because I love you. Before your appearance on
the Earth you suggested your project dealing with the plan of
breaking illusion for all the people of the Earth in the year 2012.
But it is you, Sergey or Zar, who can open the entrance. Now I am
telling you and claiming the following: the flood, which everyone
has heard about, but it has never happened, I delayed up to this
moment. Sergey took responsibility of pulling real himself to the
present moment and becoming a true God-human. NOW I am telling the truth to everyone for you to know: if Sergey fails his mission, nobody will be able to avoid the flood. I do not want it. And
what about you, Sergey?
Sergey`s answer:
− I take responsibility and claim: I am not afraid of the changes which will resurrect a real man in me, that is why nobody must
be afraid of as I Love you very much, especially You, my Beloved
woman. I will not allow the flood and the end of the world!!!
− It is responsibility. Every human must take responsibility
both for himself and for EVERYTHING EXISTING. But the
mankind forgot the meaning of this word. People are not responsible for themselves, and therefore for the surrounding Spaces. If
you ask some people: “Who are you, human?” and then recommend them to find themselves, a true man, opening permanently
expanding volume of EVERYTHING, many people will not understand what We mean, they will think that it is a crazy idea and
return to their routine one-dimensional life. They will live this
one-dimensional life up to their “death”. “What then, people?” –
We would like to ask these people. And We ask you, but living on
the Earth, people did not even think, they did not want to know
themselves. Yes…, what responsibility are We talking about? But
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We are still explaining and showing reasonable life for everyone.
NOW many mass media talk about the flood on the Earth, and
some people wait for it, doing nothing. We would like to ask people waiting for the flood: “Aren`t you tired?” “What are we tired
of?” – these people will ask. It seems to Us that you must be tired
of being so heartless and irresponsible. I am sure they will never
understand what We are talking about, because they have lost the
Link of EVERYTHING. People have lost their connection with
EVERYTHING EXISTING, they have lost themselves and continue losing. You are sure to hear about such a phenomenon as reincarnation but I doubt about your proper understanding of the
term “Incarnation”. “There is Reincarnation and Incarnation. What
is the difference between them?” – you can ask. I will explain you
the difference between these two notions. Reincarnation means
cyclic transformation, you can misunderstand it, rejoice and say
out: “It means that I will never die”. I will tell you that it is not
true. Yes, you know that death does not exist, but reincarnation
tears the initial multidimensional man into many lives. “What
does it mean?” – you can ask again. We will provide you with the
example of real events.
Look: NOW you can see ME, I am standing in front of you in
a snow-white sundress, accentuating My figure; My shoulders are
covered with a veil, embroidered with multidimensional patterns.
Look at Me, I am pointing at the man with my right hand, this
man`s name is Faltran, he is from the other Planet. Living on the
Earth during many reincarnations, he has been doing nothing. According to his project he had to Incarnate to the Earth from his
Planet to help Us, but instead he lost himself during many reincarnations. Then We want to ask him: “Why are you here?” And he
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would answer if he remembered himself. But now he is losing
himself going through the vicious circle of reincarnations, this circle locked him from reasonable HIMSELF. In other words the
sense of his appearance on the Earth is lost and substituted by
senseless reincarnation. But he CoCreated his appearance on the
Earth and reasonably Incarnated into It, being on his planet called
Anselphon, feeling unity with EVERYTHING EXISTING, feeling the universal Spirit. Do you understand you must do it reasonably? You must never lose this reasonable attitude and feeling of
yourselves. Faltran has lost this LINK, now he is just a consumer
and reincarnates within the circle of illusion. This is the example
of unreasonable reincarnation from life to life We will talk about
in Our eighth book.
In general, incarnation is reasonable appearance of an assembled, multidimensional human, for example on the Earth. I always
incarnate onto the Earth, never losing or wasting myself. There is
just one real NOW and one permanently expanding Real life for
me, I can always feel the God in me. But you lose yourselves
with every illusive life. You do not remember Yourselves, you do
not want even to know Yourselves, We do not understand this indifference. And now, regarding all this information, what would
you like for yourselves: Reincarnate from one illusive life to the
other one, dying every time or Incarnate reasonably, never losing
yourselves, living one permanently expanding life and always being in love???
Zar saw reincarnation and called it the particles of nothingness. At this very moment I am showing you senselessness of Reincarnation, but I want to see you reasonable, sensitive and knowing yourselves. I want the whole mankind to feel the energy of
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EVERYTHING and reasonably Incarnate into Real Life. You
lived one endless life, expanding yourselves in EVERYTHING
EXISTING. It is necessary to feel this LINK. Ask Sergey how it is
to feel Yourself in you; and he will answer that as soon as you feel
Yourself you will say out reasonably: “LIFE is beautiful and full
of incredible sense of LIVING”. You will feel Happiness inside
your bodies, lightness and permanent expansion, which does not
know what sadness, sorrow and depression. We wish you multidimensional Happiness, Love and Joy; but We also know that only
multidimensional person can be reflected in such a way. Do you
understand it? It can be done only by a volume person, but without
understanding and feeling of permanently expanding volume,
transform the understanding of Happiness, Love and Joy. This
misunderstanding usually makes you change truths. You cannot
realize many truths, that is why you are too narrow-minded, feeling nothing and fighting only for your own “truth”. “Your own
truth” is a weird notion. Do you know what the sense of the word
“truth” is? Let us decipher this word: in the Russian word
“правда” – truth, the first syllable is Пра – we can add the missing letter and get the first syllable Прах (ashes) – something nonexistent. The next one: В – you must know that this letter means
“entrance”. And the last syllable: Да – statement or approval. So
what is the result: Прах В Да – means entrance to something nonexistent, i.e. illusion. Do you know how many senseless and illusive “truths” there can be? There are as many truths as people. So
what do we have? Senseless and vicious circle for you. Now, understanding it, people will think before saying that this is true or
not true. Only feeling everything you will be able to know
EVERYTHING EXISTING and find solvation of any problem in
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your life. Do not be afraid of responsibility, because if you want to
LIVE you have to take responsibility.
°°°
Now let us talk about magnet streams, you can feel on the
Earth and beyond It.
What is the meaning of the notion “magnet stream”?
There are the energies in the Galactic and Intergalactic Space,
which decided to unite everything disconnected into one integral
unity. Now I want you to look at your body and see the following:
a number of long, bright rectangles filling Intergalactic and Galactic Space. This is the magnet field uniting separate Space Blocks.
If you watch more attentively you will see that magnet field envelopes EVERYTHING EXISTING, it means that everyone can use
these energies understanding their principle. Cryon was the first to
say about this field calling it magnet lattice, but his understanding
of this field is not complete, I am trying to add some information
for you to assemble yourselves. NOW Sergey can feel magnet
field inside his body, something invisible holding his body, he
feels like in a vice. Just think why your body perceives magnet
field in such a way. This is a correct idea, your body cannot feel,
although it can see magnet field. It happens because you, Sergey,
are not here; your Spirit exists but you cannot feel it, that is why
you are torn by your multiple lives; but if you assemble yourself
the reaction of your body will be completely different, and you
will be able to feel motion inside your body. You will recognize
this motion, and you will be able to remember how to feel and
sense magnet connection of EVERYTHING EXISTING. Why do
I give this information to you? Just because I want you to be equal
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to Me. All of you can use the magnet Space and create cosmis
routes for yourselves. “Cosmic routes. What does it mean?” –
you can ask. I have already mentioned cosmic labyrinths and you
decided that the whole Universe is entangled with cosmic tunnels.
It is not exactly so, cosmic labyrinths are the routes around
EERYTHING EXISTING. There are myriads of them. Who do
you think built them? You are the inventors of these cosmic labyrinths and you have to remember it. You dissolved your souls, and
some of you without dissolving could move through Our boundless Creative Space. Why did you need it? These transitions were
both personal and global and brought unlimited opportunities into
your lives. What do you think the role of unlimited opportunities
in your life is? It means that there are no borders for you! Frankly
speaking, the Creator has no notion of his children`s opportunities.
People …, We have always thought over the following questions:
“Why do not you want to reveal your unlimited opportunities?
Why do not you want to live full life? Why do you create a number of problems for you? Why, “dying”, you do not want to open
the Space which can take you to the life of expansion?” And you
know, We understood that not all of you will have the same body
you were created in. Why? It happens because some people have
gone so far from the God that it is impossible to bring them back.
We are closing the astral plan you are usually in after your leaving
the Earth. Astral plan is the Space you used to be in after you had
left your body. Ask where? In the crypts specially built for you, or
in the other constructions in the form of graves and monuments
etc. But NOW We are closing this space and leaving only the
Space of cedars for the people looking for themselves. All the other people, who do not want to learn themselves will stay in
bodyless state, it will be the first case in the history of the Earth.
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You can say that it is cruel towards the mankind, but We have to
interrupt you and tell you the following.
When each of you was originating and appearing for the first
time (We mean the origin of your soul, and therefore you as an integral human), the miracle happened. Breathing in for the first
time you claimed your names for all the Spaces of the Universes
and Galaxies. And then each of you, feeling deep and volume motion inside, holding his hand in front of his heart, pronounced:
“My God-CREATOR, I, God-human, equal to you, pronounce my
Speech: my feelings and sensations are so strong in me, that I cannot stand still. You want to surrender and run through
EVERYTHING EXISTING in order to gather all the permanently
expanding information of EVERYTHING.” Why did you need it?
All of you accepted all information and became equal to the
CREATOR, then you wanted to take part in the Creative Space.
All of you felt your CONNECTION with EVERYTHING
EXISTING and knew all the variants of interaction of energies. I
want to remark that you felt your equality to the CREATOR and
your CONNECTION with EVERYTHING EXISTING is only
yours. I mean you did not ask anyone for instructions: you were
independent personalities. What is happening now? Look at yourselves: you cannot Create the Galaxy, you cannot even feel the
smallest bug running on the Earth and looking forward to your attention. Look at your lives …, there is uncertainty and vanity,
which was born with you. But what for? You are unable to understand it. Look at yourselves: how narrow you became. Compare
your state to your previous state?
What is going on?
Where are you, people?
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You are cruel to EVERYTHING EXISTING, not We are.
You cannot continue like this, dear friends. You can either wake
up or become bodyless, and in this state it is more difficult to assemble yourselves. Sergey can describe his impression of this
state he had been in until he was broken into pieces and scattered
all over the Creative Space. Yes, Sergey, We gathered you from
all the corners of Our Creative Space and you can remember it.
You desired your decomposition and Love was unable to hold
you. You decided to destroy yourself, and it really happened. You
was broken into numerous pieces and created many problems for
Us. But the CREATOR gathered all your pieces and brought to
the Earth to make you complete your work. This project is living
NOW, Sergey, understand it, and in this project you Created the
way out both for all the people and for yourself. Sergey, complete
your project, and then …
In order to complete your project you must remember
EVERYTHING: from your first appearance as a human till present moment. Only then Our Project and yours will be fulfilled.
Remember EVERYTHING. It means to remember all the moments of yourself and fix them within your body. Then feel yourself and pronounce your multidimensional speech, which We are
sure you know. It is very important!!! Remember yourself and all
the moments you experienced not only on the Earth but in your
beyond Earth Spaces, it is not difficult. Tell me, Sergey, how you
do it.
− I can feel that I have to pronounce my intention, being in
the country, then wait for a while and feel new emotions within
your body. And then feelings and emotions inside me will open
the general picture of all the moments and stages I took part in.
~ 19 ~

− It is not exactly so, but you caught the essence. Look! You
must look through the Spaces and time. Feel inside, in your body,
that there is no time and it means that you are HERE and NOW
inside your body. YOU, complete and integral God-human, are inside you. In order to remember yourself you have to pronounce
your multidimensional speech, but then you have to feel and see
yourself – integral God-human. You have to feel your SPIRIT and
catch It. Your SPIRIT will fill you and there will be no cavities in
your body; and it means that the devils you can feel will leave
your body forever. Then you will find new yourself but do not be
afraid of anything as there will be the HOLY SPIRIT in you. If
you perform everything properly, I will tell you that your longlasting project will be fulfilled and you will be a free God-human.
But remember: the images, you will see, are not really images,
they are your lives. Mind the following: you must not fix only on
one life; when you will see yourself, feel your SPIRIT, catch It
and find your next life. When you assemble yourself and you will
realize when it happens, you must feel yourself and reveal the God
inside you. How can you do it? It is very easy, you can tell us
how, but NOW you have to assemble your integral personality!
And now, the reader of these books, ask yourself if you want
to assemble yourself – integral human, the God? Now wait for a
while and try to feel feelings and sensations in your chest … Everything you feel will show you the way out and direction from the
circle of samsara, or We can express it in other words: senseless
reincarnations. This is the exit designed by Zar in his project.
NOW he is going through the stages of remembering and collecting himself as a God-human. He also knows that if he stops gathering himself, you will also stop, there will be no continuation,
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and this is a disaster which can cause the flood on the Earth. Why
do I use Sergey`s mistakes and achievements to exemplify my
statements? It is for you to know what direction to move, to know
that the exit exists, and Zar, later Yelizar, now Sergey can illuminate it.
NOW We want to illuminate Yelizar, who has always been
and We hope will be the warrior of light. Why do We hope? Because Sergey must collect Yelizar and feel himself. Yelizar has
always been and he is still the warrior of light fighting numerous
boors. There was nobody equal to him in power, because he mastered all the states of his body and if he wanted he could immediately stop numerous armies. He was like light in darkness and he
counterbalanced disharmony on the Earth. He felt the Earth like an
indivisible part of him, and this particle needed help. He felt every
inhabitant of the Earth and feeling Everything he knew all possible variants of disharmony which multiplied and collected chaotic
events on the Earth. Disharmony of the mankind reflected in every
single cell of his body. This mankind destroyed everything on the
Earth. Letting different variants of disharmony branches through
his body Yelizar counterbalanced and harmonized all the Spaces
of people. This action increased the frequency of the Planet and
people felt reasonable again. While he was on the Earth there was
nothing to be afraid of. But having lived 5032 years being in despair he made a mistake which Sergey is trying to correct NOW.
Yelizar wanted to destroy himself as a God-human. Why did he
want it …? What was the reason? Sergey not only knows it he has
felt it. He has completely remembered Yelizar, and NOW he is
correcting his mistakes reconstructing himself. We are happy that
the Spirit of Yelizar is in him, I can feel it, It means that NOW
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Sergey can feel all the feelings of Yelizar. He managed to pull the
Spirit of Yelizar, then he felt it and let it inside. He is the live example of a human who has accepted the particle and he is going
on to gather … Now Sergey can experience a number of feelings
and sensations, he can counterbalance them, this is Life. We live
by feelings, feeling ourselves and reflecting our feelings in the
physical World. The mistake of the whole mankind is that all the
feelings are processed by the brain, then the brain chooses or rather misses out all the feelings and sensations. People try to feel
only with their mind and brain, missing their Spirit which can be
felt.
Heart …!!! People, all of you have hearts, your hearts never
lie. But only a few people can feel their hearts; We have already
told you that your mind is narrow and one-dimensional, its function is to direct feelings and sensations into your lives, but it interfered and blocked your Spirit. Or rather people interfered into the
initial Essence and blocked the Sacred Connection of themselves
as God-humans. Live by feelings and sensations of your integral
personality; as soon as you learn to trust your feelings, you will
become Gods. “Gods?” – you can ask. Let us define what the
meaning of the word God is. Yes, my friends, you will be the
Gods who
know EVERYTHING EXISTING AND
FORTHCOMING.
Actually… the series of books “The Rose of the World” is
only for some people but Sergey interfered this process and our
books are known all over the World. Why do I say “interfered”,
perhaps he did not do it feeling Connection with all the inhabitants
of the Earth? This question is still not solved … I do not accuse
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Sergey of his actions, because he can be right … But We want to
ask him, what he hides from people …?
Look into yourself and extract something equal to the hell
from your soul … The Hell and Paradise are described in the Holy
Bible but who gave these definitions?
Who decided where the Hell and the Paradise is?
Why are there such differentiations?
Sergey can answer these questions. Do you want to ask why?
I will answer that he is the inventor of the Holy Bible. He wrote
the Holy Bible and differentiated the Paradise and the Hell. But
why did he do it?
Sergey`s answer: “Writing these words I can feel relief in my
chest … But why? What happened during that period of the moment and why I became the inventor of the Holy Bible?”
− Yes, Sergey, you could think for a long time but I will help
you. Now you have to look at all the moments and stages of incarnation in timelessness, when you wrote the Holy Bible. NOW,
Sergey, remember yourself at that moment.
− I can see myself in the gown resembling the clothes of the
monks. I am holding the pen and writing the text on the sheets of
paper. I can feel that I am in a cave or a cellar. But why? What is
going on on the Earth?
I can see chaos and people behaving like insane, their
thoughts and deeds are senseless. What happened then? Why do
people tolerate with their decomposition? I feel that the people of
the Earth are divided into parts, or rather their souls are torn and
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the CONNECTION is lost. People seem to be deprived of themselves and instead of it they were given something strange to the
image of a human. This is a kind of a terrible plan designed and
realized by two people. But how people allowed refusing themselves?
These are my thoughts and meditations at that moment of my
incarnation but I realized my feelings and sensations in the physical world. The Holy Bible was written because people refused
themselves, and it was necessary to gather and concentrate the
pieces lost by the mankind. Writing the Holy Bible I tried to
choose the proper words for the people who lost themselves could
understand what We were talking about. I had to use two nonexistent spaces so that the readers of the Holy Bible could save
themselves from decomposition. They are the Paradise and the
Hell. These two spaces were created by Us, but I want you to understand what their purpose is.
Firstly, people were given permissiveness so that the mankind got the wrong image of the feelings and sensations harmonizing the Spaces.
Secondly, people were given the wrong concept of the world
as a single unity, which made consumers and aggressors from
people.
And thirdly, these spaces had to divide people, and then
unite into a harmonic manifestation of themselves.
The Hell and the Paradise were desired or hated by all the
people inhabiting the Earth NOW, but leaving his body the person
could not find either Paradise or Hell and could just guess where
they are. On the Earth they also either desired or feared their pres~ 24 ~

ence in the Hell or Paradise. These two spaces were illuminated
only in the physical plan on the Earth. But it is illusion which differentiated people uniting them at the same time. Many can say
that We led the human race to the illusive understanding of Living, but I can say that at that moment We could not see another
way out. In the Holy Bible there are many limited things, it happened because if this book were written without limitations and in
Reality you would understand nothing. The holy Bible made people believe in themselves and hope. Elifa was my name at the
moment of writing the Holy Bible. Many said that the Holy Bible
was written by the CREATOR himself, but it is not exactly so.
The Holy Bible was written by Us but at the permission of the
CREATOR. At that moment of timelessness the events had happened and We had to correct these events, making them acceptable for you. But reading and learning the Holy Bible people wanted just one thing – to make information more usual for them. It influenced information, it was substituted again and again, and as a
result perverted. It cannot be like this anymore, as the truth must
be always illuminated, We dissolved all the information of the Holy Bible and created the series “The Rose of the World”.
Why did We lead you to the Holy Bible and revealed the
events Sergey took part in? We did it to liberate you from the Paradise and the Hell, as these are just imaginary spaces. There is neither Paradise nor Hell, but there is LIFE filled with expansion,
eternal and endless life, people must participate in.
“Well, do we have to throw out the Holy Bible?” – you can
ask. We will ask you to treat yourselves with respect, as you are
the part of all this and the expression “to throw out” is inappropriate for this case. Revive your Spirit and assemble yourselves.
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Never throw out anything, because “all this” is the part of
your personality and you have to understand this simple truth.
“Well, do we consist of all this?” – you can ask.
It is not exactly so, you are what you are, but besides, everything that has ever happened to you or is happening at the moment
(there is no time for the God) is the part of you. You are engaged
in the past or present events.
“How can we be engaged in everything?” – you can ask. “We
just live, don`t make any problems and do not take part in such
things.” Ah…, people are used to separate themselves from the
universal things, never understanding the universal processes.
Most inhabitants of the Earth say like the following: “This government is so bad, they arranged something and people have to
pay for their silly ideas.” You also blame murderers, thieves, maniacs, swindlers etc. But We want to ask each of you: “Have you
ever thought why there are maniacs, thieves, murderers and bad
government among you...? Or you think that you are innocent???»
Of course, you will be confused NOW by misunderstanding
and justifying yourselves you will tell us many stupid things; but
We will tell and show you that everyone is guilty.
Now look what is going on: you live in big cities, towns or
villages, all your thoughts, deeds and desires are based on your
limited attitude, as you separated yourselves from the multidimensional SOURCE. You are interested only in yourselves and your
families. That is all. You do not see anything except these things,
separating yourselves from EVERYTHING EXISTING and forming the UNIVERSAL UNITY. This one-dimensional limitation
has more serious consequences, which We will describe for you.
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Many people, “living”, start to express limitation of themselves,
and this is the extremity which can cause depression. During these
moments of limitation, being in darkness, you wish something for
yourselves: some of you are afraid of death which does not exist,
some of you are afraid of drama, or you cannot see yourselves in
the physical world, wishing to disappear etc. At such moments
you feel unnecessary, defective and thrown out. You create disharmony in your extremely limited states, but We have always
told you: nothing disappears, your desires and thoughts turn into
action. Tell yourselves, but be honest, regarding the information
acquired: what events do you produce for yourselves?
“But we do not remember when we wished this for us” – you
will say. We will remind everyone that you measure yourselves by
one life, missing many lives. So, what happens: the maniac raped
someone, one man killed the other one, or there is massacre; and
you misunderstanding the whole volume, throw your charges, engaging in situations in order to search the way out from them. But
if you look at the events regarding the whole volume, you will understand the reason. We do not excuse maniacs, murderers, thieves
etc., We show you the interconnection of the events many people
are engaged in.
For example: the mother worries for her adult daughter and,
being scared, leaves her physical body. But We have always told
you that you are responsible only for yourselves and your actions,
but you have always misunderstood Us. “Why is it bad that the
mother worries for her children?” – you can ask. And We will remind you that these are not your children, you are just the reflectors of some people. Who gave you the right to interfere the lives
of these children? Who? Your unreasonable actions destroy many
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plans of a human, who came to the Earth to complete something.
Of course, you can Love your children and help them if they need
your help. But if your children do not need your help, do not interfere into the global processes. The human knows himself what the
purpose of his appearance on the Earth is and you do not have to
worry for him or decide what to become in this life as he performs
his functions. But many mothers and fathers worry and fear for
“their” children. It creates disharmony and decreases the frequency of the Earth. It means that a nervous person must process and
understand all the moments causing disharmony. In their future
lives they will have to either understand and process their actions
or leave the Earth for reincarnation. Yelena Petrovna Blavatskaya,
who lived in the 18-th century, was the witness of everything We
have described; her mother, being nervous and fearing for her
daughter, left the Earth in the young age and went to reincarnation. NOW they met in their estate in Dnepropetrovsk, where Yelena Petrovna was born. In this incarnation Yelena Petrovna`s
name is Marina. She went to her mansion purposefully to gather
everything and reorganize the events, distributing the energy of
information. Her mother in her previous life in this incarnation
works as a museum manager, and she is scared again,… but in this
life for the museum. Looking into Marina`s eyes, she asked her to
help the museum of Y.P. Blavatskaya (which she adores). Marina
answered with Love: “Sure. We will help.” But she meant the other kind of help, neither material nor legal. This help is much more
useful. With great hope Marina wishes her mother in her previous
life to understand and harmonize the disharmony she is engaged
in.
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If you regard the phenomenon of fear more thoroughly you
will find out the following. When the person is afraid for some life
situation, or he is afraid for the son, daughter, husband, wife etc.,
the quality of an owner is appeared. You intentionally appropriate
your relatives, acquaintances or life situations. That is why if Y.P.
Blavatskaya`s mother does not overcome her fears, she will lose
her museum and during two months she will leave the Earth and
go to reincarnation again. This situation is the example of nonexistent karma connection, which does not exist if the life of the
person is in harmony with EVERYTHING EXISTING. Without
understanding of these processes people can accuse for example
V.F. Yanukovich again or the other officials of the absence of help
for the museum. These people cannot see Reality, as they live just
one life instead of living a single, endless, volume LIFE.
Our dear friends, you do not have to judge and accuse the
other people of their actions.
“Is it so important to judge anybody?” − the human race
thinks. We will tell you again what the circumstances of your
charge is, We will show you real events when people attached
themselves to karma.
Well, look: there was a moment when one man (his name
was Yelisey) accused his brother of the event, in which his beloved girl was killed.
These events took place in Kazakhstan. Yelisey had a
brother. His name was Adgy. He was a decisive man.
In the neighboring village there lived the girl. Her name was
Asenia. Yelisey was in love with her. Many people knew Asenia
as she was very skillful in her art: embroidering of patterns on
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clothes. “What is special about embroidering?” – you can ask. “A
number of people NOW and especially in that time embroidered
different patterns”. It is true, but Asenia embroidered these patterns with special plants, which keeping the pattern, gave the
clothes multidimensional chic. Nobody in these villages could understand and master this skill. Many people tried to repeat but
their embroiders destroyed soon, while Asenia`s ones were nice.
Several times Yelisey tried to hint about his feelings, but the
girl did not notice them. He suffered but did not know what to do
to make her love him. Being in despair he asked his elder brother
to help him. Having listened to him, Adgy made a decision. But
Adgy could not feel Asenia properly and decided that his brother
has to respect her parents at first. When her relatives love him, he
will be sure to catch her attention.
The parents of Asenia could communicate with all the animals, people were curious about this quality as they forgot how to
feel and understand nature. Adgy worked out the plan according to
which his brother had to demonstrate her parents that he can also
understand and communicate with animals. During one fair
Yelisey was looking forward to the moment when he will be able
to hug the bear at a special performance in which Asenia`s parents
demonstrated their skills of communication with nature, animals,
birds etc. Yelisey and his brother, without feeling and understanding all the conditions of communication with any animal, decided
that it is very simple. Adgy recommended his brother to remove
his fear and approach the bear to hug it. It is not a simple action as
at that moment people (not all of them) did not understand nature
and its live filling anymore. The family of Asenia was one of a
few who did not lose this connection. These people did not forget
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themselves and felt their SPIRIT, this volume created the Space,
in which you could communicate with any animal, bird, sea and
ocean creature and insects; all these animals in their turn understood a human. Then the moment came: the family of Asenia went
to the center of the fair to demonstrate their skills in communication of an animal and a human. As usually the father brought the
animals to the circle and asked them to sit down so that all the
people were not scared, and the performance started. Before the
performance the family of Asenia explained the spectators why
animals understand and love them. And as usually the father went
to the center to reveal the mystery of communication. But suddenly he was interrupted by Yelisey, who claimed that he can approach the bear and hug it. And having taken courage, he said that
the bear would also hug him. But Asenia`s father refused Yelisey.
But he could not stop Yelisey and he asked for the spectators`
support. People started demanding to give the guy an opportunity
to demonstrate his skills and finally the father gave Yelisey his
bear. The father could not understand the only thing – why
Yelisey sacrificed himself otherwise he would never allow this
situation. The bear, much taller than Yelisey, was standing in the
middle of the circle clapping his paws, showing his readiness for
communication. The bear knew and loved his master but a bear
would never serve as the God created the universal
CONNECTION. When Yelisey approached the bear, the animal
could not understand his intentions. Yelisey was standing in front
of the bear showing with the gestures that he was going to hug it.
We are sure that everything could have been well if Yelisey didn`t
scared the last moment. But when he hugged the bear he let fear
inside, and it is the manifestation of the greatest aggression towards animals; the bear had nothing to do but throw him away.
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Yelisey flew about 5 meters away and lying on the ground he saw
the bear in a jump. He realized that he could not do anything and
was about to die. But suddenly Asenia jumped and stood between
the bear and Yelisey. Moving in a jump, the bear did not manage
to remove its paws with claws sharp like knives. The animal ran
the girl, as she was badly wounded, Asenia left her physical body
as her body could not keep her soul on the Earth any more. When
Yelisey came to the senses, he could neither understand nor feel
the situation and attacked his brother blaming him for everything.
He did not realize that his misunderstanding of the moment and
EVERYTHING EXISTING created disharmony which Asenia
had to counterbalance. People in the crowd accused the father and
even the girl because she jumped and caused aggression. None of
the spectators could understand the only thing: all of them were
engaged in the events in which they have to understand and feel
everything and then redistribute energy harmonizing it.
All the people engaged in that event are living NOW although 7 centuries have passed. Being reborn, again and again these people are doomed to compelled meetings to counterbalance
disharmony. NOW these people are working in the organization
providing privileges for people. They are also the members of the
same political party and do not understand why they have to cope
with each other. Asenia is free from disharmonic actions, she is
the head of the major concern, living reasonably and quietly, while
the other people are to go through samsara circle. People will be
able to leave this vicious circle when they redistribute energy
harmonizing it. The purpose of these people is to redistribute and
harmonize the energy of the event they took part in, only in this
case they will be able to leave the vicious circle of rebirths. But
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their thinking is limited by just one life and they accuse each other
of these life situations, putting responsibility to each other.
We are sure that his real example will reveal your sense.
People, stop living so narrow, being involved in gossips, accusations, lies etc. Stop blaming and accusing each other, this is the
dirt which hangs on you with multiple lives. Try to understand
that all the events in your lives happen because you compose
them. Some of you leave this life very early, the other are born
disabled: from time to time there is information about collecting
money for the children needing operations. But people do not understand that if these children are operated without God`s blessing
their souls become less and less human. If the operation is blessed
the money is found without any attempt. You, people, because of
your misunderstanding, save many children who have to leave the
Earth, as there is no place for them at this moment of timelessness.
Regard this information properly, this is not the manifestation of
callousness, but of volume, expanded thinking, We are tired of
explaining it. “Well, are we doomed?” – many of you will ask.
Never, you can easily break the samsara circle if you understand
what We are trying to tell you about. You just have to desire and
say out your multidimensional speech, this speech will tell all the
Spaces about your intentions, and then your life events will take
you to your situations. You have to redistribute all the situations
feeling harmonic solution of disharmony and break the circle of
samsara. Yelena Petrovna Blavatskaya ciphered the way out the
samsara circle in the symbolic of the coat of arms. You can see it
in the picture:
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The snake, situated around various symbols and eating its
tale, keeps you inside the circle, showing your limitation, it is the
trap for you. It is also the symbol of infinity. Two triangles being
impose over each other indicate the physical and spiritual nature
of a human and also your cyclic reincarnation on the Earth and
your cyclic leave. The symbol located inside these two triangles
shows the invisible connection of all the religions and doctrines.
Hieroglyphs located at the both sides and at the bottom indicate
that either you are alive of dead you are all the same engaged in
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your own energies. The equipotential cross at the top gives you
the understanding that everyone must be placed on it. Only in this
case you will be able to put on the crown and break the circle of
samsara. Of course, you will ask what it is like to be placed on the
equipotential cross? We will tell you how the CREATOR reflected Adam who called himself Luchezar on the Earth. The God
christened Luchezar with the equipotential cross which contains
soil, air, water, Flora and Fauna, Stars and EVERYTHING
EXISTING, distributing these energies all over the physical body
of Adam, distinguishing his soul with its peculiarities. Each of you
was christened in such a way. Looking at you NOW We cannot
see that your soul fills the equipotential cross, you are not there,
there is just a hint of your presence. In your misunderstanding you
wear crosses one extremity is longer than the other three. In such a
way you make yourselves even shorter. It is extremely important
to distribute yourself along the equipotential cross, then you will
be able to put on the crown and become the Gods.
The circle of Samsara, what are the other its mysteries? Yelena Petrovna Blavatskaya has always tried to explain it to the
mankind; but unfortunately at that moment of timelessness people
could neither understand nor feel inside all the energy sent by Yelena Petrovna. She had to conceal inside her body the energy of 14
stones, which was denied by the human race. This energy influenced the work of her lungs and Yelena Petrovna had to smoke;
tobacco somehow kept this discomfort. “What is the energy of 14
stones?” – you can ask. These are the stones and the energy which
are not on the Earth any more, you have lost them. But these
stones and energy contain the indivisible parts of you, a number of
missing organs: for example, the energy of your healthy teeth is
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also there and many other. At the moment there are 15 stones on
the Earth, one of them is revealed and its energy is spread all over
the Earth. It is situated in the Vinnitskaya oblast, not far from the
settlement of Babanka. This is not an ordinary stone as it has arrived from My planet Zelushta. It bears incredible energy, which
people cannot feel at the moment. The pilgrims, visiting this sacred place, usually gazing at this stone and trampling on it asking
something for themselves: a car, a flat, a mink fur coat, health etc.,
but nobody asks for expansion. People cannot feel Sacral things
and therefore just consume sacred energy of the stone instead of
feeling and fixing it inside their bodies. The other 14 stones are
close for people and only NOW We will reveal them for the whole
mankind. We will do it because there are the people who can accept the energy of the 14 stones, and it is very good because it is
time to stop hiding sacred things from you. You have to take yours
reasonably, don`t you? Information is concealed in many places
waiting for somebody to open it.
In the Blavatskaya museum you can find the photo of the
picture in which you can see three cedars and the dolmen under
them:
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Nobody in the museum and outside it could feel the energy of this
picture. But We will reflect the energy for all of you as there is the
moment when people can accept the energy of these 14 stones.
These three cedars contain a Connection between you and the lost
energy of information; We can say it in other words: these cedars
reflect the Spirit of everything you have lost. The dolmen under
the cedars is the reflection of yourselves, this is the link between
you and the information you have lost. Dolmens were designed by
Us, they are always beyond time intervals, that is why the energy
of dolmen is always in Reality. In these three cedars there are
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three keys, which can open the locks of any information and any
events. These three cedars are real and We know where they are
located. We open this information as there are the people able to
accept this energy. Alongside with this information there are 108
chambers of substitution situated in the city of Murmansk. These
chambers substitute Reality by illusion; and if you watch people,
their limited thinking and silly actions you will see the connection
of all the people with these 108 chambers, which deform and substitute Reality. By the present moment no human has been able to
go through these chambers and win. Napoleon Bonaparte entered
these chambers unconsciously and it turned into a nightmare for
him; to his great regret he could not cope either with himself or
the chambers. NOW Sergey has entered these chambers, but he
has done it reasonably; he has to go through each chamber and
dissolve it by himself. Why is Sergey the one whose calling is to
enter these 108 chambers and dissolve them? He is one of a few
people on the Earth, who know how not to lose the way and stay
in one of these chambers, he has the keys to any information and
any events. All the God-people got stuck in the nets of these
chambers and lost themselves. The energy of enchantment is the
tumbling-block for the God-people; it dazzled all the God-people.
108 chambers are closely interconnected by the circle of samsara
in the world behind the looking glass of distorted truths. We will
show you the example how these chambers destroy a human in a
human, like in the world behind the looking glass, people make
the same mistakes life after life.
Look, I will show each of you a real situation, revealing the
nets for all the men of the planet Earth. The sixth book is the kind
of a challenge for all the men, it happened because all man got
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stuck in these 108 chambers and lost themselves. This illusion influenced the behavior of every single man. You can ask why it is
not about women? We will answer you that on the Earth there is a
woman who has not fallen asleep, and therefore she is in Reality,
She reflects herself for all the women. As for men, they are all
asleep and just enjoy substitutions. Gautama Buddha was the example of such behavior. NOW many of you will ask indignantly:
“What are you talking about? Buddha is a saint.” Yes, it is true,
but his doctrine was harmful for all the people who believed in
him and his wife and child, living at that moment. Buddha wanted
to bring people to the Divine level, but he distorted the energy of
information. We want you to regard this information with multidimensional thinking. All over the world Buddha is known as a
saint who knows a number of truths, but unfortunately these truths
were dead. Of course you will contradict and provide your own
viewpoint but We want you to observe the lifestyle of monks.
What can you see? Do you know the true history of appearance of
a number of Buddhist temples? Perhaps you have heard about the
struggle between different temples? What is the reason of it?
Well… it happens because people do not know the Live God. The
Mother of the God demonstrated with her own example how everyone must live and feel. Because of it many monks secretly visit
Kiev-Pechersk Lavraand and Holy dormition Pochayiv Lavra hoping to feel and understand the Live God. In the next books We
will describe how Buddha allowed illusion. And NOW you will
see how substitutions and illusion influence all the men.
This example is taken from the lives of many men trying to
be happy. Look: this is a typical man, his name is Pavel. Pavel is
35, he is strong and decisive, he never doubts, that is why in his
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age he fulfilled many desires. He has a business of his own which
brings him good income. He is married and has three children. His
wife Tamara loves him very much but recently she has started to
think why her husband is staying late at work and spending all his
week-ends in the company of his friends. She has been thinking
for a while comparing different facts, she asked her friends for
help and even visited psychologists. Her friends told her to live
more with her own life, paying less attention to her husband`s life,
they said that most divorces happen because wives deprive their
husbands of their freedom. Everybody knows what men`s freedom
is NOW: fishing, hunting, meeting friends far from their wives
etc. Psychologists told almost the same but in the other interpretation. Tamara is a strong and sensitive woman, that is why she decided to watch her husband without discussing their problems with
him. Besides, she had a feeling that her husband has a love affair.
But Tamara was different from her husband, she regarded the entire situation with great sense, she is wise and she can wait, she
did not show any changes in their relations. Pavel is a typical man
and being among his friends he likes to say that a man must have
several lovers, and certain affairs his woman is unaware of, and
much money which make him free and independent. His friends
support him and do the same with their wives. Pavel is sure that it
is the common rule for any man, otherwise he will never be happy. But We would like to ask him: “Do you love your wife?”. And
We know Pavel`s answer, it will be like this: “Sure, I give her
money. What else can she ask for?” We can tell him that it is
Love, but he will not understand it, as Love for him is something
material instead of feelings. Pavel is stuck in the samsara circle,
and in 108 rooms, travelling up and down; he does not have the
Space to understand Love. Many men, like Pavel, come to these
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rooms of substitution, with their views distorted; they have no
chance to leave the rooms and break the samsara circle.
This is the example from your lives, men … You just live,
your thinking limited, your actions are just the set of extremities.
You move in one direction during all your lives. You are awfully
straight and narrow, and as a result all your deeds have onedimensional solutions. And the majority of your actions end in extremities, your life goes from one extremity to the other.
Yes…, the human race cannot be counterbalanced yet. There
are too many extremities, prejudices and limitations. But do not
you have enough courage to find YOURSELVES: an integral
MAN, you have always been?
Many people are obsessed with faith, that is why all their
thoughts are in churches, they would even live there if they were
allowed to. In their turn the other people do not think or notice
faith and knowledge given by the Spirit. Can you tell Us what the
difference between these two groups of people is …? We will tell
you that it can be strange but there is no difference. Strong believers lose themselves so much that they would better be notbelievers. You can contradict and say that it is nonsense as believers are closer to the God. But you know… The Reality is single
and unchangeable; such believers tease the mother of the God,
demanding something belonging to them, but it is so narrow and
one-dimensional that I am tired of such “faith”. Atheists ask for
nothing but in their turn they invent different unnecessary things
and begin to dream about them, and as a result their energy is
coming to Me. But what should I do with it? Sure I know and understand what I should do but We want you to be reasonable in using your knowledge. The Reality is hidden and invisible for peo~ 41 ~

ple, besides 108 rooms increase illusion which makes people
choose: to be or not to be, to believe or not to believe, to take or
not to take, to desire or nor to desire, to wish or not to wish, and
what to wish etc. A human has completely lost himself and therefore he does not know what to want, believe, wish or demand. Or
perhaps you should take your property …? In humans souls there
is reflection of a substitution or substitutions which We can remove. Now, having woken up in the morning, many would note
the fact of feeling the volume inside. Such people will realize that
trees are alive and they will tell themselves: “How did not We notice this consuming attitude towards trees and the other lifebeings?” Yes, this is the Reality, my dear friends, you must be always in EVERYTHING EXISTING to reveal all the substitutions
and distortions; and then, fixing everything, you must harmonize
all the Spaces surrounding you. This is a serious work and not
many inhabitants of the Earth can understand it. There are just a
few of such people. So Helena Blavatsky, trying to find such people, used to say in despair: “Are there no reasonable people?” She
was terrified by this fact but being in timelessness she could see
us, reasonable and understanding people appearing in infinity. It
gave her force to continue her work. During her incarnation Helena Blavatsky wrote a number of books, which spread, expanded,
collected and distributed the energy all over the Earth. In the end
of her life She wrote three sensational books under the title “The
Secret Doctrine”. There had to be 4 books but it was the God`s
will and there appeared only 3 of them. These books became the
result of Our work. In her third book Helena Petrovna revealed the
names of the secret teachers of the East, she was misunderstood
and blamed for this by the Indian people. She was misunderstood
but Helena Petrovna knew that having revealed the secret teachers,
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She opened the eternity for them. In HER multidimensional works
She stated that the continuation of “The Secret Doctrine” will appear only in 100 years. So, reading the series of books “The Rose
of the World” you must feel and understand that it is the continuation. Helena Petrovna Blavatsky left this life sitting at the desk in
her study. Her body was cremated and the ashes were disposed
over three countries: the USA, England and India. But there is no
death and it has never existed, therefore in timelessness We wanted to provide the message of Helena Blavatsky for all the people
interested in it:
“I, Helena Petrovna Blavatsky leave my work to my close associates. All of you are my friends and colleagues, that is why you
must know everything I knew”. The information I have is difficult
and varied, so you do not have to understand it with your mind,
just feel it. NOW all of you will have a feeling of something
strange but very familiar inside their chest; cherish these feelings
as the apple of your eye. I wish to provide you with something
you have never known before. Listen to yourselves, my dear
friends, and I am sure you will have new unusual feelings inside”.
What can You see?
You have to see the same things: this is the round dance consisting of 1000 people and everyone knows his or her part in this
dance. In the middle of the round dance there is I standing and
talking to you. And now listen to what I am going to tell you ….
Sergey, specially for you I am sending a very important message; you will feel this information, it will open inside you. Then
you have to know the following: you have appeared not simply on
the planet Earth, you have appeared to do a special mission. I gave
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you several clues but now I am talking about it aloud: you must
remember yourself, collect your incarnations, and then assemble
yourself. Besides, you must know that I Love you very much,
though I never demonstrate my feelings. You are Volhato – the
loving son of the Earth.
Listen, my dear friends, NOW I will say the truth in everyone`s ear. You can write everything you are going to hear: it is a
piece of advice”.
Sergey`s explanation: “This is HER message and I know that
HER words are always important. So listen to HER. I know HER
in this incarnation as any other one as there is no time for me. I
Love YOU so much!!!”
Love… SHE is illuminated again. Ah… I want to Love so
much …, life is unbearable without HER! When Love is inside
you, you are Happy; in this endlessly multidimensional state you
can feel EVERYTHING. Love…, She is so beloved, she can expand a person instantly, and suddenly you are afraid of nothing as
you become immortally expanded and it is forever. Love…is the
feeling people have lost, just a few people can really feel it. Only
three couples on the Earth are really in Love with each other. But
We would like to ask all the people of the Earth again: “Don`t you
really want to accept HER, burning and magnificent Love? It is so
wonderful when SHE Lives in your heart.”
Love is shown in the movies, fairy-tails and legends, but
why do not people want to notice HER? Why??? Life without
Love turns us into hasty people. We are pity for the human race
having lost Love. We want to talk about Love and show with examples the importance of Love for everyone. If Buddha Gautama
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had felt and understood HER, he would have never lost his beloved and reached the state of self-cognition sooner without rejecting the Earth life. It would introduce harmony and Reality to the
World … otherwise we have rejections and selfsacrifices in the
name of Reality again. Tell Us how to prevent the drying of a drop
of water …? We can do it only if we bring this drop back to the
sea. Do you understand it? But men do not understand it, they refuse their lives, leave their women, set their own churches and
wait for something special. Being reborn in these churches again
and again they all the same lose themselves. People warship their
traditions and sanctifications, but they are also within the samsara
circle and 108 rooms of substitution and illusion. I met all the
Buddha monks after they had left their physical bodies trying to
explain them that this refusal creates disharmony and decreases
the vibration of the Earth. I told them about breaking the samsara
circle and gave instructions to all of them. That is why they visit
Kiev-Pechersk Lavraand and Holy dormition Pochayiv Lavra trying to understand themselves. When they visit Lavra I always fly
in front of them warming them trying to make them feel the feminine nature, listen to their feelings, notice women and fall in love
with them. I hope that any kind of refusal will be removed on the
Earth and people will understand Live, full of true sense, real Life.
Any refusal makes you smaller and shorter. But you have to understand this information properly; you can think that if you
stopped eating meat or fish or drinking alcohol it means that you
refused life and made yourself shorter, it is not true. Your thinking
is primitive and narrow.
Besides, We would like to talk about Sex. How much lies
you, people, have created restricting and defiling yourselves. Sex
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contains multidimensional understanding of volume. Sex is a secret action; We reveal and correct the distorted viewpoint of this
process. In your families you usually have sex to satisfy yourselves, but you never plan having a baby and feel surprised when
it happens. Ask Sergey, how he made his son; this event was
planned and discussed with his wife. But many people never discuss it, it happens spontaneously. What kind of a soul can you attract by your unreasonable actions? Of course it will be equal to
your unreasonable actions. But when you plan your child and conceive it reasonably, you attract harmonic children.
“But how can we attract them as we sex… and suddenly the
wife is pregnant? – you can ask. “Should she have an abortion? It
is not humanely.” – you will say.
Do you think that when a child burns the family it is humanely? In this situation you have to make decisions yourselves, but in
our turn We can tell you that unless your child is made reasonably
there can be troubles. Many single women want a child but they
hate men; their desire is so great that they give a man some alcohol to charm him for one night… and then they have children for
themselves. Do you know what happens next? Their life turns into
hell for them and for a human they have given birth to. Such actions create disharmony and decrease the vibration of the Earth.
You have to make children only in Love, and then your children
will get understanding of their nature at their birth. We are revealing the information which makes you give birth to planned and
expected children. To make it true you have to know the following: if before making love with a woman you say out that you do
not want to have a child yet, your body will hear you. But We ask
you to be careful and not to relax. Soon you will have new organs
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which allow you to have or not to have children at your will.
Women will have these organs in their vagina, men in their penis.
These organs will take their positions during 2 years, but now you
have to control conception carefully with your thought.
Sex is an action which can take you to timelessness and help
to assemble each of you. But this action can confuse you in the
web of immorality. You cannot see everything We can see: what
happens to people having sex without feelings in the state of alcoholic intoxication. You would be terrified. But we will talk about
this topic later on. NOW tell Us what you know about women`s
infertility. All the theses on this topic prove that a human does not
understand this problem at all. The doctors invented different reasons of this problem: weak spermatozoids, woman`s infertility
etc., but they failed to find the truth. They do not know that solution is in timelessness, and judging only by one life you cannot
understand a real situation. The reason is in actions and thoughts
of such women; they have to find these reasons to harmonize their
Space. When a woman finds the reason in herself, she will be able
to harmonize herself and it means that there is not such a problem
as infertility in timelessness. You can treat yourselves, our dear
friends, We give the information which can liberate you and take
you to the state of the God-human.
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Non-existent diseases.
You should understand that there are no diseases. People used to
one-dimensional thinking cannot accept this information; but We
can help the people who can accept this information to liberate
themselves from any manifestation of non-existent disease. To
start with, you have to bear in mind that any symptom is the manifestation of your disharmony towards the surrounding Spaces or
the World. For example, the man suffers from the tumour of the
brain; you have to understand the following: the half of your physical body – from your head to the center of your belly is the spiritual constituent of a human; another half – from the center of the
belly to your feet is the material part. Thus, head belongs to the
Spiritual part; regarding this information a human has to study and
feel his or her understanding and attitude towards the Spiritual
world and eternity. “How can we do it?” – you can ask. You can
do it only via your heart and feelings; there are no other ways to
understand it. Your feelings and sensations will reveal the truth
about you, and only in this case you will be able to analyze any
situation in your life.
But if the man suffers from appendicitis, it is the manifestation of the material side; it means that the Family of this person
needs clearing. “Is it really the whole Family?” – you will ask.
Actually, the whole human race. “What should we do?” – you will
ask. You have to let the whole human race through your appendix
(with your inner vision you will see a number people going
through the appendix), then you have to explain everyone what
should be cleared and teach people to assemble themselves. After
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explanation people will leave your appendix, the other people will
be removed, there will be the other moment for them to understand everything. In this case you will avoid operation and surgical excision of different parts of your body; and believe Us you
will need your appendix very much. “But how can we define the
disease ourselves?” – you can ask. I will help you, each of you.
You just have to be always tuned into Me, feel and understand
Me, and then you will be able to understand and feel any disharmony and cope with any disease. The author of this book will feel
everything himself, harmonize everything and his feelings will
help you. He decided to feel everything I am talking about, in other words, to live everything through and help you to assemble
yourselves into a single unity. It will be a victory!!! You will realize that you can do everything, that you are the Gods!!! What is a
disease for the God? It is a grand work, for example, letting the
whole human race through your appendix you harmonize people,
giving them the opportunity to realize themselves. This work is
creative and very important and you can cope with it. You do not
have to go to hospitals to have your organs cut out; you can work
out the disharmony and save all your organs. I am glad to cooperate with all the Universes being myself and realizing everything.
You have to be yourselves, realizing your intentions, feeling the
God and your Spirit; but you are unable to feel your Spirit, I will
help you by showing you your Spirit.
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Our Holy Spirit.
The Spirit…, you must understand It with your heart instead
of your brain. Your heart is your link with EVERYTHING
EXISTING. Let us talk about your and Our Spirit once again.
“What is “your Spirit”?” – you can ask. Our Spirit can reflect your
Spirit. You can obtain your Spirit with the help of Ours, as Our
Spirit is always with Us showing directions to everyone who can
feel It. We created this common Spirit together and the Godpeople who took part in it will feel it NOW. Besides, alongside
with the Holy Spirit the evil spirit was created. The God-people
knowing EVERYTHING EXISTING took part in this collusion. It
has always been a collusion aiming in transformation of humans
into non-humans and in erasing the initial program of the
CREATOR.
What for?
To strengthen their personal power over the Creative Space.
What for? We can only guess about the reasons of it.
Once the human race faced the choice: all the people chose
what part they have to take, and then they either signed the agreement of destruction or refused to do it. The human race faced the
problem: either to join Our side, Our Spirit or the other side of
Immorality and the other evil spirit. I have always told you that
there are no plain people near Me, they are only those people who
have chosen My side and been always loyal to Me. The entire
Universe took part in this event.
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And now let us reveal the secret.
The human race is living on the Earth never remembering
and thinking about any problems. People are put in the narrow
space, they are told how to live and what to do. You are enslaved
…And you can ask a question who the enslaver is? Do you want
to know who these people are? NOW they are sleeping as you are
but their common evil spirit brings their creation to the physical
world. All the people, who signed the contract of the evil spirit,
live their usual lives but they do not know that their souls are sold.
Sergey, ask yourself what Spirit you belong to; and you, people,
ask yourselves.
Sergey`s answer: “I can feel Light inside my body, I am
connected with this light and immense number of Universes are
connected with this Light, this Light is illuminated by the Holy
Spirit and started by Us.”
You can ask yourselves what Spirit you belong to, but do it
honestly. Seraphim Sarovsky, having visitors in his home, said
that he could not accept all the people. And people asked the question: “Why does he create such a strange division?” But it is you
who created this division. Seraphim just defined your initial desire
to be on Our or on the other evil side. He always told the people
who had taken the other side: “Go to yours” – and crossed them.
Only NOW I can open the Reality marked by All the Universes.
Jesus saved only certain people, who had decided to belong to Our
common Spirit, as for the other people, he told them: “Leave me,
as you are not with me.” It is the year 2012 NOW, in old books it
is stated that the solution is close, when the devil collects all his
power, and the God will collect all his power, and there will be the
final battle and the God will win. Well, this battle is in process
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that is why these days are so hard for you. “Why are they hard?” –
you will ask. If you miss this battle, you will never forgive yourselves. The CREATOR will forgive you but you will never be
able to do it. We are writing down the series of books under the
title “The Rose of the World”. This series is going to substitute the
Holy Bible and many people decided to write it, but I ask you:
“Why nowadays only several people write this vivifying series?
Where are you, people, who claimed that they are ready to manifest Our common Holy Spirit? Then you will regret but the moment will be lost forever.”
Somewhere in taiga the waterfall is boiling surrounded by
boulders, you can hear the bellow of a bear, scream of an eagle
and whisper of wind.
A jump and a jump again:
− Sadko, baby, be careful, stones are sharp and you are small.
The baby`s eyes were looking at his mother with incredible
Love.
Sadko was going on jumping; stones seemed to take part in
his game.
It was difficult for his mother Liza to run after her two year
old son; she was saying: “You are so quick and crafty, as my
mother used to say, a future mountain-climber.”
− Sadko, baby, I cannot run after you. Could you wait for
me?
But the kid just smiled and ran even quicker …
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In the Space of the forest everything felt Sadko as an indivisible part of EVERYTHING. Sadko in his turn felt he Space
embracing ALL the Spaces of people and nature. EVERYTHING
was inside him, and he was in EVERYTHING, and he was overflowed with feelings. Liza could not see her kid but she did not
worry, she was calm because she knew: there was no danger for
her little son …
Why did you, people, refuse your God-side? Why did you
allow tearing you into pieces? In difference from you, We have
protected ourselves and our Spaces, and in our turn, We want to
see every person reasonable. When it happens, We will ask each
of you, or rather the God will ask you: “What side will you take?”
What will you answer, except expressing your regret? We are revealing all the energy of information, there is no secret, We will
illuminate EVERYTHING.
It happens so that the World turns into anti-world; the
struggle is on; but the initiators of this provocation are sound
asleep and pretend to be innocent. We are so tired of supporting
everyone. One time I revealed the Reality to the people who came
to Me, but they said that I was insane. I would like to ask such
people: “Why do you ask to help you?” I help all the people living
on the Earth and beyond It, and I do not want to talk to indifferent
ignoramuses. I do not divide people into good or bad, all people
are equal for Me. I try to reveal the Reality to the whole human
race, to make everyone take his own decision which will take (or
not take) him to the Spaces of the Universes. The Victory is inevitable and We will dissolve the evil spirit by Ourselves. What
about you, are you going to watch? When you signed the agreement with the evil spirit (it is only about those people who gave
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themselves to the evil spirit), you were promised the power over
the people from the other side. And you were eager to accept the
evil spirit.
What are you going to do now?
Did you get everything you were promised?
We just want to smile and tell you: “You are so small and
miserable. You will have to work it all out.”
Do you know how you have to work it out?
You will remorse but we will not hear you. You will ask Us
for help but We will not want to help you. You will be forced to
live by Us but you will be disabled, weak and always complaining
about your problems. It is the moment of truth, it is time for everything to take its place, and your place is near Us.
Writing this down, Sergey can feel in his body screams and
moans of the people who have refused the Holy Spirit. Besides he
knows that there will be no excuse for anyone; you have made
your choice being in the right state of mind, so do not justify yourselves.
NOW, We are arranging everything and the Spaces described
in the series of books “The Rose of the World” are open. But only
those people can enter these Spaces who have accepted the Holy
Spirit and assembled the integral God-humans of themselves. The
rest will be weak and miserable. But it is truth and only God
knows about the terms of their existence in this state. Before We
have told you about 1000 years, after that We will come and take
you to the Space of the Universes, but taking into account the latest information we can tell you that there are no terms any more.
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We are locking forever all the people who have refused the Holy
Spirit. From this very moment it is only you who can liberate
yourselves; and when it happens you will break the illusion and
the circle of reincarnation. And it is not cruelty; it is the manifestation of the truth.
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Innerbalanced Space.
We have always been with the mankind and We have always
wanted you to obtain yourselves. NOW We are also with you and
our desires have not changed but the mankind does not want to
know Us. There is nobody except Us in the world who can help
you to obtain yourselves. But why do not you want to understand
Us? I repeat it again and again, but the author of the book knows
Me very well and he knows that I never do anything in vain. Besides, he knows that when I say something, these are the words of
the truth. So NOW I am telling the people on the Earth and beyond it: “It is time to wake up and start the multidimensional work
you have to complete”. “How many centuries can this work take
us?” – you can ask. Have you forgotten? I will remind you that
you decided to create the Innerbalanced Space. Remember, Sergey, you took part in this Project, and it was you who told Me that
the Innerbalanced Space cannot bear narrow attitude. You show
Me the holographic picture of it. Do you remember it?
Sergey`s memories: “Yes, I can remember it; We were standing by the sea and the sea breeze was caressing Us. At that moment I realized this Space as the one which can take control of
every lost person”. What does it mean “to take control”? It means
that the people who refused themselves would not be broken into
small pieces but they will stay in this Space in the form of two,
three or twelve pieces or as an integral human. This assembling of
pieces in the Innerbalanced Space had to protect each of you, people. We were standing looking in each other’s eyes, and I told you
that this Space cannot bear unreasonable attitude and if one of Us
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falls asleep this Space will be broken and all the pieces will be
thrown around in Our Creative Space. You answered: “Do not
worry, this Space will stay in each of Us, and if one of Us falls
asleep for some reason, this Space will stay in timelessness and
the sleeping one will also stay there till waking.” We were standing looking at each other and I was glad to realize that our relations will never finish, on the contrary, in timelessness they will
be illuminated by Love. Love will never leave its masters. It will
always remind of Itself with its burning manifestations. In every
single life Love will find us and then …
Yes, you can always talk about Love and this state creates incredible Cocreations. The Innerbalanced Space was created in
Cocreation with the God and Love. This Space still keeps all the
mankind in the Holly Spirit. That is why We always say: people,
you are always near, you are the God-people, collected by the
Holly Spirit, everything you need is to remember and feel yourselves.
Sergey, can you feel this Space inside? You took part in this
CoCreation. It is Our Child. Once I told you that all the reflected
and non-reflected people of the Earth go through you, but you did
not understand me. NOW, I suppose, you are able to understand
and accept yourself, as everything Created by the God is the indivisible part of Him. You lack yourself. Do you understand it? Accept this Space, feel and distribute the entire human race in it.
Then you will approach yourself. Ah…, We are eager to see you
and your real images in you. I am so tired of loneliness …, hurry
up to collect yourselves, my dear close friends.
Tell me, Sergey, but honestly, how do you live? I mean what
is your motive power?
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Sergey`s answer: “My motive power is feelings and sensations, and I started to understand that they are my close friends.” I
feel very clearly and these feelings sometimes make me happy and
sometimes they hurt me. If I understand it properly I feel pain if
there is much uncompleted, unfelt and undone. All this is always
near me, and to complete and gather everything, I have to remember and gather Myself. I also realize that this is the most important
work for me NOW. I want to tell all the inhabitants of the Earth
that this multidimensional work is the most important for them as
well as for me; this work will collect a Human inside a human. I
have started to notice the absurdity of the events: people are unable to see anything but illusive borders imposed on them. What is
the result? It turns out that the human race is dying still being
alive, and this process of dying can be endless. What is the sense
of it then? NOW you will ask this question … It turns out that
there no sense in your lives, but if you feel Yourself in you, this
sense will be illuminated for you, each of you will have your own
unique sense. Your life will get the volume which will reveal your
abilities of the Creator.”
− Tell Me, Sergey, why do you conceal your feelings? I mean
why do not you fulfill them in your life?
− I am afraid of a few things in this life but I have noticed
that I have been afraid of being caught in my feelings and emotions.
− What is the sense, if you are afraid of revealing yourself in
your life?
− There is no sense …, I have realized it, now I know it. Certain events in my life revealed me the following:
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I can live devoting myself to certain activities, or just one activity, for example, writing down the books of the series “The
Rose of the World”. I can be noticeable with the help of them. I
can be proud that I am a writer and I am the person of importance
in this world. It would seem to me that I am in the multidimensional motion, which can bring me to the eternity. But NOW …I
realize that it is the same illusion I write about in the series of
books “The Rose of the World”. It could happen to me and it
would have been another death for me.
Can I tell you why?
Yes, because a human is more than any events or deeds or
anything else in this world, that is why he cannot be stuck within
any limits. Feeling his Spirit, a human must easily perceive all
the moments of the energy of information. Not just devoting yourself to some hobby, living light-mindedly and one-dimensionally.
Now I understand it and I want you to understand it. You see…,
we betray our feelings and sensations, we betray our Spirit, and
when you betray your Spirit, it is equal to suicide. You have to
know and feel your Spirit, which descends to you through your
feelings and sensations, and your feelings and sensations are the
indivisible part of you. Do you understand it? Only feeling, understanding and using our Spirit, we will be able to break free and
acquire Ourselves. This is lesson for me, it showed me myself.
− Your words are honest and serious. But tell me, Sergey,
why do you betray Yourself? I mean your attitude to your Space?
Tell what you know of your Space?
Sergey`s answer: “I am beginning to feel and understand that
EVERYTHING EXISTING, surrounding or not surrounding me,
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is the indivisible part of me. I am beginning to understand that the
Universe is Me, and there is nothing which is not me. My Space is
inside me and it can be revealed only when I collect Myself entirely. I realize and understand it, but I also think how to collect myself. Just intention is not enough; this intention must be physically
realized. You have to say out, understanding the sense of the
event, your intention, it will create the motion which will help you
to remember and collect yourself. This action helped me to remember Yelizar, one of my incarnations and the other incarnations
too. But I feel that it is not all… I need something else…”
− Yes, you are right, you stopped again, Sergey. There is
“much” of you yet and you have to collect all the parts of you. Do
you understand it? You must never stop but, embracing
EVERYTHING, continue resurrecting yourself. You saw many
times how I resurrect many people, doing their work for them; but
in your case you have to do it yourself, as you are the first of the
12 God-people, who decided to Create the Reality in all the Universes. The first of these 12 must resurrect themselves. I have always collected Myself, haven`t I? What is the difference between
me and you? I will tell you that you are equal to me or even better.
Learn to feel yourselves, talking to yourselves being alone.
Do you remember Alla Pugacheva talking to herself at her concerts, demonstrating her development? You can understand and
learn much of yourselves. Sergey, no one can give you any instructions on acquiring yourself, except you. And I am sure you
have already realized it yourself. Have you?
Sergey`s answer: “Yes, it is true, I had the moment of understanding, when I realized that I can look at You, repeat your actions, watch you trying to understand everything, but your Space
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is only Yours, and you are the master of it. And I have to collect
the Space belonging only to me. Then we will be able to do one
common business.”
− Acquiring Yourself. I have already mentioned and I will
tell you again: in difference from the other people, you have collected the God-human of you many times. It means that your body
feels and knows You – integral and solid. Think it over...
I want to say that at the moment all the people on the Earth
betray their Spaces. And the curious thing is that when one of the
living people collects Himself, all the people on the Earth will feel
it. This action will reflect all the people and bring them to Themselves.
Never stop, Sergey. As soon as you stop, you get stuck in illusion. I know that you understand what I am talking about, as you
decided to remove all the remains of unnecessity on the Earth. At
that moment you realized everything I am trying to tell you NOW.
As soon as you stop and seize feeling, sensing and using your
emotions, you will find illusion and emptiness in your life. Expand yourself. Use everything you have written down in your life
and I am sure you will break the chains of limitations.
Everything We have claimed in the books “The Rose of the
World” is based on the permanently expanding and growing structure of information. We also survive all the moments described,
only in such a way the information is spread all over the Earth and
beyond It. The readers of Our books must not just read and perform everything accurately like robots, you have to accept everything lightly, feel everything what We survive. Then in your feelings you accept multidimensity and volume, our dear friends.
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Without feeling, just understanding and using the information you
will never accept multidimensity and volume, you will be stuck in
one place; as the volume in Our Creative Space permanently expands. And again We call you to feel and sense. Of course you
have to think with your brain and use your mind, but the mankind
is used to mind and intelligence. But We say that on the Earth and
beyond It different energy and thus information Created and being
Created are illuminated. Your body calls you to be in these Spaces, but a human cannot feel anymore. It can be a problem for people. We realize it and provide you with Our own examples of feeling and sensation, but people do not understand and try to envelope permanently expanding information with their mind. You
bang your head at the information, understanding nothing of everything We have written down. You are used to the situations
when you can solve any problem with the power of your mind,
We have already mentioned it. And now, getting multidimensional
information from books, you are trying to catch it with your mind.
It is impossible, you have to realize it at last. We have already told
you that your mind is limited and it can concentrate only the information provided by your feelings and sensations. That is all, do
you understand it? That is all… Your mind cannot solve any problems, appearing in your lives; because of this all the moments and
stages in your lives are formed on all your reincarnations you have
survived. But the concentration of your mind is based only on one
life. We have already explained it to you, but again you try to understand all the information only with your mind. We would like
to ask you, what you feel and sense when you buy a car for example. Do you try to enjoy this purchase with your mind? Of course,
it is a simple example, but you will understand what We try to tell
you about; because if you cannot understand it is senseless to
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work with you. It means that there will be another moment for you
to obtain yourselves.
Actually We have already told you and We will remind you
again that the series of the books “The Rose of the World” must
have been in narrow edition. But Sergey made another decision
and our series will be published all over the World. If it is good or
bad, the certain moment will show. You can ask why? Because
NOW We have to pull many souls to obtain themselves. There is
nothing bad in it, but this is additional work. But I am sure that
Sergey will do this new work, and everything will be well. But to
do this work, he has to accept the Innerbalanced Space.
Sergey, feel this Space with yourself NOW. Yes, it is correct, It is inside you, it is your indivisible part. And the most curious thing is that within this Space all the parts of you are gathered.
And besides, I have told you that even if some of Us fall asleep do
not worry. I provide you with the Innerbalanced Space, you will
work and resurrect the people you have chosen. This action will
make Me free. But I want to warn you: you know how I distribute
and redistribute energy among people, this work is waiting for
you, that is why be ready for it. This is Spacious and grand work,
and at the moment there are no people on the Earth who can do
such volume of work, but I am sure I will not refuse. Regarding all
this I will help you to feel and understand this work. NOW your
body is accepting the Inneralanced Space, and you will feel as if
you consisted of many pieces, and it is normal but you must keep
integrity. You will remember how to do it, as you are capable of
everything I can and know. One half of Me is inside you, and It
possesses the larger part of you, I have already told you about it. I
have always thought why you can feel Me so accurately and re~ 63 ~

membered that you are a particle of Me, that is why you can feel
everything I feel. It is weird but it sometimes happens …
I have always told you that the particle of Adam and Eve is in
every person and it is not a secret; it means that you can feel everything they felt, my dear friends. It is the LINK which illuminates
each of Us.
What do you feel, tell Me? Can you feel connected to
EVERYTHING EXISTING?
− I can feel nothing with my mind, but my feelings feel connection to EVERYTHING.
− Regarding this information I claim the following:
Since this moment each of you will sense the feelings giving
you
connection
to
EVERYTHING
EXISING
and
FORTHCOMING. Since this moment each of you can feel himself concentrated within his body or beyond it. Sergey, NOW feel
volume inside, which embraces incredible number of Universes …
NOW the Universes are reflected in you in the form of whirl ascending streams.
− Now look if there is a rupture in the Universes represented
by whirl streams?
− I cannot see any ruptures, but I can see thin whirl streams.
− Yes, it is right, now you, my dear friends, can see the general picture of the events. As Universes are integral, endless, allembracing, multidimensional Spaces. These are you, people, you
are Universes, you are unlimited volume of EVERYTHING
EXISTING. It is very important to avoid decomposition of the
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whirl streams; if it stops, the whirl stream will be broken into
small particles and the personality of a human will be erased as
well as his Space. The Innerbalanced Space is designed to undo
the whirl streams which stop to save you from decomposition. But
this process can be senseless. Why? People do not want to wake
up, that is why we work and resurrect the whole mankind, giving
people reasonable awakening.
I think everything is clear but if we go into details you will
see the permanently expanding truth of EVERYTHING. Such
scrutinizing of EVERYTHING EXISTING has general character,
but it must not be just curiosity. NOW Our mission is to collect
ourselves and help the other people to do it. Now the information
of the book and books will be sent by multiple volumes. We have
already given the multiple transition of information. Now watch
yourself, your body, what can you see?
Sergey: “I have an impression that my body consists of incredible number of intelligent particles, they all are divisible, but
at the same time they agree with each other. Besides, it seems to
me that all the intelligent particles are attracted by illumination radiating by my body. Now I understand that this light is my soul
illuminated by Love. When I see my soul limited by my body, I
feel uneasy, that is why feeling it I erase all the limitations liberating the light of my soul. This light spreads at incredible speed
along EVERYTHING EXISTING, and now I am beginning to
understand many things. Now I understand the truth that the God
exists in EVERYTHING, and on EVERYTHING. I understand
the truth that the God is EVERYTHING and nothing at the same
time. I understand that we are all Gods and we are EVERYTHING
and we are in EVERYTHING. Then the question arises: how did
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we manage to turn into small, miserable people??? We would like
everyone to think it over. Why do small people content themselves
with trifles while the God gave them grand and unlimited, permanently expanding Spaces? You must desire your return to your
Creative Space to Live in it. We will do our best to obtain you.
We want unity for all the people in EVERYTHING EXISTING.
Unity is common Creation for Us. We want all the people
EXISTING and FORTHCOMING to be a single unity, as a single
unity can be only in multitude. For example, imagine a large man
the same size as the Galaxy, going forward. This man is the image
of the whole mankind, but not only of the Earth, this image embodies the people of all the Galaxies. When all the people are in
harmony with EVERYTHING, the integral man is collected and
in the process of extension he can approach incredibly expansive
CoCreations. But when people produce only disharmony, the integral man cannot move, as the LINK of this man with all the people is concentrated in his legs. Then how can he move if his legs
move in different directions? Understand that the CREATOR created the human equal to Him, He wanted common development,
as there are no limitations as well as borders. But for some reason
people decided to stop their development, being satisfied with all
their possessions. But such limitation causes decomposition of the
human himself. It leads to your degradation, people. Do you understand it? You will destroy yourselves unless you decide to expand. How many times you must be drowned again to wake up.
There can be the flood again, which will sweep all the people from
the Earth. And what? All Our work is pointless? And again We
have to greet you, teach, watch your expansion, and correct your
future. We do not want to do this work again, and We do not want
to see the flood again; but I will say out again: this flood can hap~ 66 ~

pen again and the terms are already known. Unless Sergey and the
other, they know who I am talking about, remember and collect
themselves, I will release all the rivers, oceans and seas, and then
you will see what will happen … I still hold the water with my
body, but I can release it at one moment. Who will be able to hold
EVERYTHING inside? At present moment nobody can do it. So
think it over, my dear and beloved friends.
It is not so difficult to hold all the elements inside, you have
to understand the following: all the structures have a structure and
this structure must be in you, people. What is the characteristic of
this structure? These are the constituents of this or that element.
What can fill, for example, the element of water? Only the energies which decided to be water. Tell Us, do not you have these energies? Of course, you have, as your cells illuminate the information of EVERYTHING at the frequency of 1.5 milliseconds.
What is the information of EVERYTHING for you? It is a flash
expanding at the frequency 1.5 milliseconds and revealing information for all of you. The next flash will illuminate the other information of EVERYTHING for you. Try to catch
EVERYTHING EXISTING, and feel EVERYTHING within your
body and foresee different events. Can you do it? Of course, you
cannot, as even at close distance you cannot see the primitive
character of the illusion you try to live in. But it is not difficult to
feel and know EVERYTHING, you must expand with ease and
use the knowledge you have received; then you will reach the
moment which We call the moment of UNIVERSAL
KNOWLEDGE! What moment is it? It is very simple, with the
moment of UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE your bodies will open
and you will feel the energies of all the Galaxies and Universe in~ 67 ~

side your bodies. You will feel all the knowledge and skills which
have no end. But you will face this moment only when you obtain
YOURSELVES. The moment of obtaining YOURSELVES will
enable to collect your SPIRIT, and you will feel eternal volume
and multidimensity. These are the things, We are expecting
from you, people! But you are satisfied with a little, as if you did
something, but this something is so insufficient and short-lived …
We tell you about the flood but you just say that you can do nothing. You are people, you can do everything …
Now if the flood happens, I will say the following: there are
only two people on the Earth who will be able to hold all the water
of the flood within their bodies. Well, if I am unable to hold all the
water, they will have to take this responsibility. But they will be
able to hold all the water only when they have such a volume inside their bodies, which will give them the opportunity to feel the
state of all the water around the Earth. It means that they have to
expand all the time, more than that, they have to do it very quickly. Well, Sergey, do you feel as if you lost so many Spaces? It is
true, compared to EVERYTHING your motion is very slow, but
you are the one of these two people. Tell Me, how are you going
to hold the water of the planet Earth? At the moment you cannot
do it but I know that you have to expand to the volume of all the
Universes and everything will be open for you. It is a very simple
case, it will take you only several minutes, I have already told you
about it. You have to relax and let the light of EVERYTHING
EXISTING through your body, but it is just a conversation between us, you must understand it. Before you decide to join
EVERYTHING EXISTING, you must realize that there will be no
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return for you. Your life will be changed forever, but you had to
do it long ago.
If it does not happen, the flood is inevitable. Only those people will be able to avoid the flood who can move to their own
Planets, and work out our common project on habitation of the
Earth. But We do not want to see Our Planet flooded, that is why
try to do your best. You know who I am addressing.
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Eternal expansion.
Expansion, … or we can call it in other words: eternal, unlimited Expansion, what does it include? How can we understand
properly the forgotten sense of Expansion? Eh, if only you understood the sense of Expansion …, you would be able to catch the
rhythm of the eternal Expansion. Having forgotten this Rhythm,
you started to destroy yourselves, as the stop brought a mass of
misunderstanding between decomposed links of the integral unity.
You, Sergey, tried to collect all the pieces into a single unity but
you separated yourself. Remember how you separated from
EVERYTHING EXISTING. You desired to stop the eternal motion. Why have you done it? Tell me why?
− I was accused of many things: misunderstandings and distortions, everybody was angry with me so that it caused in people`s souls contempt to the first child of Adam and Eve, Zar. At
every next appearance on the Earth I felt agony and understood: I
was thrown away, erased from the Earth. You see, when all the
people despise a man, in this case it is me, the Space for appearance on the Earth is closed. Having analyzed the situation I realized: to appear on the Earth again I have to forget myself so that
people could not recognize me. I also understood that at my future
appearance I will be in the dormant state and I will be absented
from the SACRED LINK. But to make this project work I have to
be always on the Earth. Do you remember about the remains of
unnecessity? These are you, people, you are the remains of
unnecessity. But every small particle can be returned to
COMMON and CREATIVE Space, and I understood it. That is
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why I have always been on the Planet Earth, and I will be here till
you return home. Kryon mentioned this return, but he just mentioned it, you have to do everything yourselves. How? Looking at
Us, not just looking but taking yourselves. This is the project of
collecting the remains of unnecessity. I have collected all the remains before falling asleep and now I will wake up to show you
yourselves – true YOURSELVES. I fell asleep in order to wake
up, I planned it, but now Zar will be illuminated forever not only
on his Planet, but in the Common CREATIVE SPACE, and all his
manifestations on the Earth will be assembled into one unity. You
can ask me, why people hated me so much. It is very simple: the
seven provided all the people with the distorted information. I was
accused of killing my brothers and sisters. People did not feel lies
in this statement, believed in it and their hatred passed from one
generation to the other. Devil, who was described in different sacred books, did not exist at all because he is just a distorted invention to remove me from the Earth. The people of that moment
could feel and recognized each other on their former lives, the
priests deprived them of this ability. They took their lives as one
endless life, but when they were suggested the distorted deeds of
Zar, people started to destroy all the manifestations of me. If you
understand that your thought is material, imagine what was going
on. My body was beginning to disappear; I was driven away from
the Earth by the people I Loved very much. Now we have approached that part of the book, in which the human race must accept me again. I address every man on the Earth:
My dear friends! I am your brother in the first origin of the
Earth. I Love each of you, I Love you from the bottom of my heart
and soul. Life around you is filled with the LINK all the moments
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and stages since the first personified thought of the CREATOR.
Ask yourselves, what the most valuable for you NOW is? An listen to yourselves … What do you feel? Of course you feel warmth
inside your bodies. What does this warmth tell you about …?
Tell me, my beloved man, the following:
“All people want to understand themselves as meaningful
personalities. It is strange to understand that nowadays everyone is
hiding behind illusion of imposed limitations and despises everything SACRED and ETERNAL. But this SACRED and
ETERNAL has always contained the LINK of a spiritual man with
a physical one.” There is such an expression: The God exists
OUTSIDE and FROM OUTSIDE.
Then God said: “Let there be a firmament in the midst of the
waters and let it divide the waters from the waters. And it was so.”
Let us decipher this message from the Holy Bible. Firmament is
here the embodiment of material. Now let us expand this sentence
from the Holy Bible:
Then God said: “Let there be a firmament from firmament and divide the waters from the waters.”
What is the meaning of the expression “from firmament”?
This is diverse manifestation of material, but non-manifested
material consists of incredible number of its combinations. Do you
understand it?
What about “firmament”?
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This is manifestation of the reasonable thought of the
CREATOR or God in the Creative Space. Manifestation means
physical realization of thought.
“What are you trying to tell us?” – you can ask.
We do not want to tell you, we want to lead you to understanding and remembering of things you have known before, in
Russian ВЕДАТЬ.
ВЕДАТЬ, let us decipher this word.
ВЕ – something situated outside, ДАТЬ means manifestation
of reasonable thought in the physical world.
“What does it mean?” – you will ask.
It means that each of you is manifested OUTSIDE and at the
same time in the physical world. DO you understand it? You exist
OUTSIDE and INSIDE at the same time. You are the manifestation of the spiritual and physical components on the Earth. If you
do not understand, We will provide you with the example.
Tibet! It is magnificent in the process of originating of eternal
life. Mountains and wind with great curiosity watched the boy
who was playing with the stones taken from the ground. The Tibetan lama carefully approached the boy, and having sited beside
him, suggested finding the chain connecting these stones in the
boy`s hand and the boy himself. But Talos (it was the boy`s name)
answered laughing: “Dear Samotay, you must have thought that I
do not understand anything and decided to play trick on me?”
− On the contrary, Talos, I decided that you can remember
your OUTSIDE existence.
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− OUTSIDE? – pronounced Talos surprised.
− Yes, OUTSIDE.
The boy looked aside looking into the emptiness. Samotay
looked carefully into Talos`s eyes. One moment, another, and
Talos cried out:
− Samotay, I am EVERYTHING, and EVERYTHING is I.
But how can it be?
Without waiting for the answer, he continued:
− OUTSIDE I found the stones, which I am playing with,
they are really the part of me, and it is a very strange fact. But it is
not all. For some reason the energy of these stones is not only me
but also all the people of the Earth.
Samotay was scrutinizing the boy`s eyes, and said smiling
and drying his tears: “At last you reached the OUTSIDE, so many
times I tried to take you to the volume understanding of
YOURSELF, but you were stubborn and did not want to believe.
This time you managed to do it”.
Talos went on: “It is strange to understand that life is multileveled and consists of a number of Spaces, it is permanently expanding in numerous combinations and variants; but a human can
see only those things he can touch, feel and see. But how many
things he missed out…”
The boy put the stones carefully onto the ground, stood up
and stretched himself as if after a long sleep. Then he started carefully move his hands as if looking for something. Then he started
stepping over invisible obstacles, surprise in his face.
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At every step of Talos Samotay said: “Yes, it is true,
OUTSIDE you can find everything you need in this or that moment of timelessness. This knowledge turns us into the Gods, Creative and CoCreative. But you have to understand the following:
creating something you have to regard integral but permanently
changing BEING to keep harmonic realization of the God`s Creation in the Creative Space. Besides, you have to regard expediency
of this Creation.”
At this moment Talos and Samotay were opening the Space
which enabled their existence OUTSIDE and INSIDE at the same
time. Two people, stepping over invisible obstacles, and moving
air with their hands, were connecting the states OUTSIDE and
INSIDE.
It was the dialogue of two Loving friends. We hope our explanation will help you to understand what OUTSIDE and
INSIDE are.
In fact, I, in this Incarnation my name is Zeranta, am teacher
Samotay, while Talos has to remember himself and transfer his
feelings at the moment of opening the Space in him, which makes
him be OUTSIDE. It is very important, as everything said by the
human survived the moment of the truth is spread all over the
Earth. Well, Sergey, do not you remember how you were the
naughty boy in the temple Tish in Tibet. But you were not satisfied. That is why you often escaped from the temple to stay alone.
It helped you to remember your OUTER manifestations. I just
helped you a little.
− You know, Zeranta, playing with the stones, I was trying
to find something in them, thinking about the reasons of their ap~ 75 ~

pearance on the Earth. But I got the answer only when You
touched me.
− No, Sergey, you managed to remember and see the manifestation of yourself both in heaven and on the Earth, or in other
words both INSIDE and OUTSIDE. Now describe everything,
saying it aloud.
− At that moment I felt something I knew and it knew me.
At that moment I wanted to cry loudly: “Forgive me, my dear and
permanently changing parents. Forgive my ignorance towards
EVERYTHING EXISTING, permanently changing and expanding. I did not want to ignore you. Why did I lose you? What happened, what made me to forget YOU.” Then I heard the answer:
“We are always with you, whenever you like or dislike it. We are
you, and we will always be in you. But We want you to live not
only in the Earth but also on the Earth. That is not all, feel the other Our personalities through Us, such combinations are endless.”
Zeranta: “Describe what you saw.”
− I felt diverse manifestation of ALL energies in my body.
Now I understand the CREATOR, Creating the Earth for the first
time. He invited ALL the energies to HIS BODY. As soon as the
thought of the CREATOR visited cosmic energies, he felt each of
them INSIDE his body. As soon as he felt it, these energies
opened in him. After that he had to counterbalance everything and
draw the border creating harmony between all situated in HIM.
But the energies did not want to harmonize and suggested their
egoistic desires. The CREATOR proposed his Project. But he understood that energies would never be counterbalanced, for the
simple reason that they are all different. But having agreed the en~ 76 ~

ergies gave their parts to the CREATOR and a human. The
CREATOR was the first to try himself in counterbalance of ALL,
everything he understood gave him understanding of the following: only knowing, understanding and feeling the God in
YOURSELF, a human can be in EVERYTHING EXISTING. As
soon as a human loses himself, there will be a break, and the energies filling each of us, will leave us, and being distanced they will
try to manipulate the human who has forgotten himself. But as
soon as you collect true yourself then all the types and permanently expanding combinations of energies hoping to cooperate with
the human.
You, people, consist of ALL the opposed combinations of
energies. Or rather you are in opposition now, and the cosmic essences watch you indignantly. Now I understand: a human can
feel himself what motion creating harmony to do, you can expand
your Space up to infinity, Creative and constructive. Regarding
yourselves and feeling, you can collect YOURSELVES. Only in
such a way you can collect the God in you and become equal to
the CREATOR. And He is waiting for your reasonable
appearance. You have to understand: as soon as you stop feeling
yourselves, you give out the particles of yourselves, and they are
used for certain purposes. Only you must make decisions and realize them. You have to accept this simple understanding of yourselves.
We want to ask you a question NOW. People are used to limitations and giving their lives to other people, talking about black
and white stripes in their lives. But is it true?
NOW I feel many people saying: “Of course, there is a white
stripe, when many good things happen to us”. And then you will
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add: “But there is also a black stripe, destroying everything”. Your
understanding is very narrow and again We have to illuminate the
truths you had to realize, understand and use long ago. Such narrow understanding of yourselves makes your lives chaotic and
desperate. Your misunderstanding creates these black and white
stripes, this is also substitution. We want you to feel the following
NOW:
Close your eyes and you will see Me in a white sundress
playing with the summer wind. I am pointing at you, you are
dressed in a snow-white shirt. Look more attentively, you are taking your shirt off and find yourselves naked. Here you are standing and looking at yourselves …, but try to feel yourself a human,
feeling and knowing the ETERNITY of BEING. Now look: a human body is getting thinner, and through it you can see a number
of Stars and Galaxies. Your bodies seem to be clad in burning and
shining clothes. Look more attentively, a human body is beginning
to grow and containing eternity. It happens so because a human
consists of eternal things. And now, our dear friends, feel that you
are these Spacious people. Can you feel confidence? Do you feel,
you can choose yourselves what stripe to take, the black or the
white one or none? Only you can decide what can happen in your
lives, and nobody can do it instead of you. If you have problems in
your lives, you are the author of this situation. Regarding it, every
human must understand the following: why are you looking for
something or somebody helping you to escape these events? Why
are you giving your lives to someone else? Why are you creating
this mess and everybody is involved in it? You just have to accept
this situation and solve it.
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Why are we discussing this topic again? Because you do not
understand the simplest truths. Reading books, and getting information from the other sources, many of you, understanding, do not
change anything. Tell Us, how can you remember and collect multidimensional YOURSELVES?
You cannot do it.
You cannot accept the simplest things. Then what can We
talk about? For you to understand, We do not just open the energy
of information for everyone, but We survive It.
Now tell Us what the manifestation of life is? What is the
meaning of the world “life”?
Let us decipher this live word. In Russian it is ЖИЗНЬ.
The first syllable ЖИ or ЧИ is the manifestation of Love being in motion.
Then goes З – your energetic reflection in the Creative
Space.
The last syllable НЕГ reveals your inborn original manifestation. Yes, you were first personified, We have already mentioned it.
So the result is the following: ЧИ З НЕГ – illuminated by
Love, reflected and personified.
This is the basis of understanding of life.
So what is the manifestation of life for you? You try to live
and think that this is multidimensional life. But it is not true. What
is happening to you? So We reveal your subspaces you live in.
You see, you all are not in the Spaces but just in subspaces. We do
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our best to bring you to your Spaces embracing EVERYTHING
EXISTING.
Sergey, tell everyone how you found these subspaces in one
of your incarnations and was terrified. Let Me help you. In one of
your incarnations you were a monk, your name was Abraham.
You were travelling around the Earth and propagated many forgotten truths. In one settlement you were asked to tell people
about life and its manifestations. You did not prepare your sermons, but listening to your soul you caught the energy of information and deciphered it for people. This time it is the same. You
started your sermon with deciphering of the word life to find the
basis. But whatever you did, nobody could see its special meaning. You used to say about eternal and about the LINK connecting
all people. But people in the crowd cried you that your sermon is
old as a sick dog.
− You have told us nothing new, preacher, − people wanting
reasonable life, used to cry out from the crowd.
You strain yourself to hear the answer of the God, and suddenly you pronounced:
− There are no live people, that is why nobody lives, so you
cannot accept anything new. Many people listening to the sermon,
were surprised and started shouting in a rude style:
− How can it be, are you insane?
You insisted on your words, saying:
− You do not live, you are like dead undesirable foetus. Life
is different, it is impossible to explain, but you can feel and love
eternally and lightly. It is Love and joy; it is happiness, desirable
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and reasonable. But you are foolish like children, you are curious
to hear something new, but you restrict information within the
bounds of your perception.
More and more people are beginning to blame you, excusing
themselves. But you, feeling your own and common Spirit, pronounced:
− Real life can be only in God. Can you say that you are
Gods? I am sure you cannot, that is why you are under your life
but not in it.
After these words, you felt sharp pain in your head, someone
threw a stone from the crowd, and then a number of stones hit
you, and you said protecting your head with your hands:
“Life
is Love, and Love is live LIFE”. Before leaving this life, you remembered yourself and whispered:
− People, you drove yourselves under life and put on fetters.
But there will be the moment for you to break your fetters in order
to return to life. To break these fetters you have to listen and perceive information. And you …?
At that moment you left the Earth for your Space, knowing
about your return. But tell, Sergey, why did not you escape this
massacre, you could escape and continue your mission?
− Yes, I could, but I understood that if at that moment I was
unable to protect the Space of life, all the people would fall into
the abyss; leaving my life, I was opening the Space of life for everyone.
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Ah, life is so wonderful, creative and unpredictable in
Cocreation that you want to cry: people, why do not you want to
enter the Space of life doing silly things and pitying yourselves?
How can you enter your life and find yourself?
We know how to do it, you have to start your extensive development. For example, try sewing, knitting, building, painting
etc., but all these actions must originate in your soul. Do you understand it? It does not mean that when you forced yourself to knit
a sweater for example, you can say: that is all, I have expanded.
No, it is incorrect vision, expansion is much greater. In the process
of Cocreation of a sweater, for example, you have to tune into the
eternity of EVERYTHING EXISTING, feeling and sensing unlimited volume inside your body, then you knit into your thing the
image of eternal and permanently changing God. Only then your
things will become unlimited and refined, and you will be
changed... These will be exclusive things; wearing them you will
feel young, expanded God. This is a manifestation of Creation in
Cocreation, you will be surprised by your new feelings, acquired
by you in your Creation. Your Cocreations will have branches in
many spheres of life, like a challenge to everything dead. In such a
way a person must tune into everything created and Cocreated,
then you will see and feel unlimited Space within your bodies.
Nobody and nothing will be able to limit you, because you are
everywhere in Creative and Cocreative. We have always been
talking about God as Creator Creating and Cocreating. But We
would like to ask everyone: “Why have you forgotten your Creative origin? Why have you limited yourself with everything existing? Why have you forgotten EVERYTHING personifying the
God in you? Why do you deal with dead things?” Look into your~ 82 ~

self, human, look and feel the Spaces you are connected with. It is
our call, look into yourself now, what can you see?
Sergey: “I can see a number of people, some of them are laughing, a young couple are hugging, they look surprised. I can see a
young respectable man in a fashionable car, there is indignancy on
his face. Someone is blaming his people etc.”
And now I will explain what is hidden from your eyes. People seem to live and have certain occupations, but I can see and
feel the remains of the events, deeds and lives which are not connected in a single unity. People behave like ants in an ant-hill, but
ants control all their actions, while people without understanding
destroy the ant-hill.
People, you turn Mother Earth out, deserting and killing
HER. You are interested only in your egoistic person, but this
world cannot exist without you, understand it. Tell us, Sergey, do
you feel your world integral and illuminated? The particle of you
lives in EVERYTHING EXISTING, but it is only the tiny particle, then where are the other particles of YOU? You accept people, explaining things you do not understand yet. But it is just the
part of the problem, the problem is that you can fall asleep. I will
repeat it, and you know that I repeat something only when it is
very important. Tune into your Planet every morning, it must rotate in your stomach. Always spin your Planet, at every single
moment of your life. Your Avatar, your Divine body, is waiting
for you at every moment of your endless life. Why do you forget
to enter it and feel everything your Avatar can feel? Then you will
understand that everything expands in our Creative Space, won`t
you? Why do not you watch all the expansions possible? Sergey,
catch up with yourself, you are EVERYWHERE. How can you
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catch up? I will help you: you can do it only with the energy of information. You have to be always within the information, sort it,
single out priorities and catch up with it. This work is serious and
great, but you know that it is not difficult at all and you can do it.
Now many problems are solved within your body, but you have
processed only a moment. Only God knows how many moments
you have to process, but your work cannot do itself. Wake up,
Sergey, the basis is already there, but they are too small for you,
because you have a huge potential, you have to open. If you open
it, I will not worry for you. But now I am not sure that you will
not fall asleep again and everything will start from the very beginning.
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Reasonable Moment.
People have to process a number of moments and stages. To
process means to solve and harmonize, and We have already mentioned it, but NOW it is not just a conversation but a reasonable
action. Let us study the life stages. Actually, stages do not exist as
well as karma, but people managed to create chaos in their lives,
that is why We have to divide these stages into constituents. So let
us talk about the meaning of the notion stage? It contains only the
connection between you and Us. As for the notion of moment, it
is the manifestation of sense in the Spaces. The moments appear
only when a human becomes reasonable and the God has noticed
it, then the moment will reveal itself and your life will expand.
Why are we discussing all this? To solve this difficult situation
you need a moment. Do you understand it? If you do not, We will
describe the moment for you.
Look, a boy lives in a small village, his name sounds in
unison with oceans, rivers, lakes and seas. His name was Aktar.
His grandfather called him in such a way feeling his incredible
and unexplainable power. Aktar was quick to accept the skills of
his relatives, but at one moment he started to understand that the
eternity was illuminated in his feelings and sensations, this ability
allowed him to accept the world in other colours. He started to talk
to the element of water, he could talk to the seas, rivers, lakes and
oceans which revealed their power to him and he felt it. His grandfather heard such conversation. His grandson was explaining
something to the river, his speech was very emotional and his father thought that Aktar was rude with the element of river. He was
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talking loudly to the river, expressing his indignity, but his right
hand was pressed on his chest. Seeing strange emotionality of his
son, the grandfather touched his shoulder carefully and said:
– Aktar, why are you talking to the river so rudely?
There was no answer, Aktar said nothing, he was just watching the river and trying to send it his feelings and emotions without words. He knew that if he tells his grandfather that the river is
going to dry and disappear from the Earth, his grandfather will not
believe and create disharmony again. Aktar was arguing with the
river, saying that he would never allow it to disappear. But the
river answered him:
– Everything is clear for me, this is the moment for me to
leave the Earth forever.
− But tell me why? – Aktar felt uneasy.
− Because I am from the other Planet and I am invited back.
− What does it mean, − Aktar cried, − there can be nothing
odd on the Earth.
− I am not odd, my mission was to limit people`s patience,
but people are patient, they can become unnecessary. You will understand me, believe me, you will also have a moment of understanding, and your grandfather will have such a moment. Besides
you have to feel and understand: there are many moments and only God knows which of them is yours. That is why trust the God,
feel HIM in your heart, and then you will feel every moment.
Then you will understand me and let me go, as here on the Earth I
miss my home.
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Aktar was standing embarrassed, trying to understand what
was going on, while his grandfather was standing not far from him
saying:
− Boy, aren`t you ashamed of shouting at the God?
The boy looked into his grandfather`s eyes and pronounced
smiling:
− There will be the moment for you to blame the God, but
this is a special conversation and it will stay with you forever.
The grandfather was watching his grandson in surprise:
− What moment are you talking about?
And the grandfather was joking embracing his grandson:
− There will be your moment and you will understand everything.
They were standing embracing each other and looking at
the river, each of them was thinking about his feelings, appearing
at that moment, they were trying to analyze and understand permanently expanding manifestation of the God.
Moment, do you understand it …, everything happening, for
example on the Earth, happens at its particular moment. Each of
you also have your own moment, illuminated by you. But the
moment is assembled only by the manifestation of reason, unless
people learn to steal the God, they will never reach this moment,
you must understand it. ALL the manifestations of
EVERYTHING are reflected with the help of the reasonable
moment. Humans do not understand the principle of motion of
rivers, seas and clouds; yes, everything needs its moment. Oh, if
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only the mankind could realize the manifestation of the moment
… Our calling is to exist like Gods in EVERYTHING
EXISTING, and this manifestation of the moment is clear for us,
in difference from you. NOW in this reasonable moment We reflect our Creation. Some people can think that Our Creation is
heartless and cruel, but it happens because these people do not expand at all. Some people will understand and realize their reasonable moment in accordance with Our Project. We are also Gods,
as the CREATOR, so We want to send you a special message. In
our message We unite a number of moments into one, which creates a powerful energy impulse, which will influence everyone, it
will reveal your destiny. What will it be like? Adult birds always
throw their children from the nests, when they cannot decide on
flying for the first time. Then a nestling must feel and think very
quickly, as unless the nestling stretches its wings there will be no
air resistance and it will not be able to flush. It will happen to the
mankind, NOW the entire mankind will be thrown from the comfortable illusive nest … I can predict that not many people will
stretch their wings and continue living. Insidious diseases will attack the human race, and your medical science will be helpless.
Medications will be useless, as We remove the algorithm concealing the disease, and your life will be in your hands. With publishing this book Our CoCreation will be realized:
Our dear and beloved CREATOR, We, your children desire
changes. These changes will happen on the Earth when this book
is published. We know that YOU will understand Us, as there is
the moment for Us to close the algorithms of many medications
and herbs, since this moment all the medications will be just
dummies, We erase our algorithm, concealing the diseases, be~ 88 ~

cause the proper MOMENT has come. To escape the disease people will need just the reasonable moment, in which they will correct their Space, harmonizing it. We are opening ALL the Spaces
and compressing EVERYTHING into a single point; it means that
people will have to meet THEMSELVES NOW. We warned the
mankind about this MOMENT and discussed the actions which
will help people to prepare themselves for this moment; so we get
rid of the responsibility to understand all the people who do not
want to hear Us. We realize Our CoCreation within the MOMENT
NOW. Let it be, We are Gods, We have power to do everything,
and this power is in Us!!!
Our dear friends, EVERYTHING is realized NOW and after
publishing this book all the information of all books comes into
force. People, wanting to know themselves, will get instructions
and examples, in which We will show them possible ways of escaping this situation. We will try to describe our feelings while
harmonizing and correcting our Spaces, as all the disharmony of
all your lives will be reflected in you NOW. Before you fell ill,
you had had time to get rid of the disease, for example with the
help of medications, but NOW different diseases would attack
you, but medications would not influence the disease, as they are
just informationless fillings. You will not have time to think, as
We have closed time and reflected the reason of the MOMENT.
Now let us discuss how you can correct your Space and thus
avoid death. We have already told you only you are the author of
every difficult situation or disease in your life. All your former
lives you lived or tried to live, will be opened for you NOW; it
means that all the energy of all your lives will be illuminated in
you. People, who do not know he God, will not be able to contin~ 89 ~

ue living, as they will not be able to cope with their diseases and
situations. But people, knowing and accepting the God in them,
will be able to correct all the situations and undo all the knots of
disharmony, causing these diseases. Why have We pulled and reflected all your disharmony NOW? Because everything returns to
its origin and it is just the beginning. You have to learn to think
very quickly and feel all the moments on the Earth, react in time,
and redistribute the energy with your bodies to foresee the events.
Only in such a way a human can live on the Earth, but it is just the
beginning, it is your correction in EVERYTHING EXISTING.
When you correct and harmonize yourselves, you will have to
learn LIVING, you heard it properly – to learn living again. It
means that feelings and sensations, illuminated in you, must reveal
understanding of your real nature in the light of the universal
SPIRIT; when you realize it, then the eternity of one endless LIFE
will be reflected in the Creative Space. You have heard much
about quantum transition, or transition in general, which will
change lives of people, people will become Gods. Have you? If
you have never heard about it you are completely lost, if you have
heard about it you must understand: quantum transition is the return of all the totality of energies to the volume state. Do you understand it is return? EVERYTHING on the Earth returns to its initial state. Now let us discuss the following: We have mentioned
that We will provide you with the examples which will help you
not only correct yourselves but also find yourselves. The author of
this book decided to demonstrate with his own example that life is
wonderful, and you do not have to do supernatural attempts to use
the forgotten energy of information. He decided to feel and survive the transition, which has been described so many times. But
again, there is no transition, there is just expansion, it means that
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he will feel and survive eternal expansion and tell you about his
feelings. As soon as he survives the moments of expansion, you
will feel it inside, and your life will also expand and so on… He
decided to do it and I am sure he would fulfill his contract. Now
the human race will realize the following: you will be able to live
on the Earth only in a reasonable state, feeling your Planet. Feeling your Planet, you will be able to tune into your divine Avatar
body, We have already written about it. But you must understand:
if before you have just read about it, NOW it is time for you to
have an exam. Those people who do not pass will have great problems, but we should mention that there are no problems in timelessness, but NOW you must understand: there is no time and you
have to be ready to accept the God – it is stated in the Holy books,
only reasonable people will survive, all the other will be reincarnated again. If you do not understand it for some reason, We will
expand the information.
Look: here am I, in white clothes, I have a white veil on,
covering My slim figure. I am smiling at you and smiling I am revealing you my vision. Look more attentively, Now each of you
will see himself in timelessness. Each of you must look more attentively and see yourself.
Sergey: “I can see myself, I have long hair, moved by colourful energy; I have a feeling that I am waiting for the particular
moment between the Spaces. Here is the moment…, then another
moment… I am looking through numerous moments, this is my
action, I am opening and entering inside. Now I am on the Planet
but I cannot understand yet what Planet it is. Ah… it is the Earth,
walking on it I get to know that there are my beloved friends, I can
feel them. I have a feeling of a great deed inside my body, of
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course, as I am the God on the Earth. I can see many people, they
are helpless, being born, and many of them immediately die. They
are forbidden to be born. The Earth is different; it is so light
here… I am beginning to feel my beloved friends, they are distributed all over the Earth and they can also feel me, it is nice to
feel it. Besides, I understand: everything is redistributed on the
Earth, the information about it was sent to the mankind, but just a
few people accepted it, the other are born on the Earth in order to
die again. The death cycle for these people will last 1000 years,
and the average life for them will be 49 years. This is a short period for realizing yourself. But among the mortal people on the
Earth there will be immortal people, having accepted the energy of
expansion into their bodies. They will live for 650 years, and
when they leave the Earth they will get to their Planets. Being in
eternity, the God-people, being on their Planets, will create their
own moment for appearing on the Earth; in their moment they will
regard all their desires, and then they will appear on their Planets.
I can see it, I can feel incredible lightness in my body, but Love
burns my heart and my body; I know that the only one beloved is
close to me, and I want to be always with her. Now I can not only
feel HER in my body, but to be with HER, and it is a great happiness of Being. So much has been told about happiness, but only
now I understand: happiness really exists and IT is eternal, without borders and limitations. Yes, it is very easy to be happy, you
just have to know and understand yourself in EVERYTHING
INTEGRAL, and then, feeling inside EVERYTHING EXISTING,
you will be able to find happiness. You can even know nothing,
but feel permanently expanding processes, in which incredible
volume is illuminated at the frequency 1.5 milliseconds. Such expansion reveals the God in a human-being, and I can feel IT in~ 92 ~

side: I am the God, existing inside and outside, I am a reasonable
person, feeling all the existing moments. Everything breathes in
me, I can not only feel it, I can sense this multidimensional breath.
This breath creates special rhythm in my body, this rhythm is
tuned into the rhythms of EVERYTHING EXISTING. Yes, there
is one endless RHYTHM, I can feel many tunes in this RHYTHM,
and each tune contains its own unique RHYTHM, but the most
exciting thing is that there are many unique RHYTHMS, they create one multidimensional RHYTHM. I want to Create and
Cocreate, I have a number of desires, waiting for their appearance
on the Earth and not only on It. I am a God-human NOW, I have
found myself, I am the author of the series of books “The Rose of
the World”, I am beginning to talk to myself. This is our dialogue:
− I am Sergey, We are one person, but with one detail: I am
assembled, and you are not yet, but in timelessness it is not important. I want to warn you: Love in your heart is waiting for its
realization, and unless you let it out, you will have problems. I
think you know about it. You see…, the greatest Love is illuminated in our hearts. I am sure you know it, but you and I wanted it.
None of the inhabitants of the Creative Space has ever experienced the same. You sometimes feel its manifestations, but I know
that soon there will be a moment for Love to be reflected in you,
then hold It and It will lead you to Me. Besides, you must understand: if you are afraid of its manifestations, you will not live in
this world. This is the important thing I wanted to tell you about.
And one more thing, live at your full, you lack it, and understand:
expansion is not hard work, it is pleasure.
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And you, readers, must see yourselves and write down your
dialogue, as Sergey told you to do; believe us it is not a joke, it is
timeless help.
Life on the Earth is changing very quickly, the remains of
prejudices have been removed, and people have seen the eternity
of being. But there is one more thing which changes and substitutes happiness for you, NOW We will tell you about it, and you
must remove it from your lives.
People have erroneous image of life, you experience joy and
Love just once, and then you survive all these evens again. NOW
We will write what We mean.
Every person experiences short happy moments during his or
her life once or several times. You memorize them, and then you
try to live these feelings again. This erroneous idea puzzles a person so much that he doesn`t want to live anymore. “Something is
wrong”, − you think, − “why cannot I feel the same feelings which
showed me what happiness is?” Am I right? Do you try to live in
such a way? We will explain you why you cannot experience your
happiness again. It is impossible, do you understand it? It is impossible to live happy moments again … For some reason you
have an idea of reliving happy moments. You do your best to live
one or two happy moments again, thinking like this: “It happened
to me before and I was happy at that moment. Then why can`t I
experience the same again? Why?” But our dear friends, We have
already told you, the nature of happiness is multidimensional and
it cannot be understood one-dimensionally. There are happy moments in your lives, but having experienced them you want to return them and live them one more time. What for? Why do you
want to return irretrievable? Why do not you want to expand more
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…, only expansion can bring you happiness but you make yourselves narrower? Do not you still understand what We mean? All
people try to live their moments of happiness again, but they have
already done it, and if you try to return it, it will turn into disappointment.
A human, remembering the moment of happiness, tries to get
to it once again. People neither understand nor feel multidimensity
of such moments, that is why people stand still and destroy everything surrounding them. You can ask Us: show us something live,
movable and not experienced yet. Well, We will reveal the reality
of the moment for you, you must realize and understand the proper events and feel permanent motion.
Now be attentive, I am revealing the events, let us start with
Ukraine. One man Roman lives in the city of Lugansk. He had
great plans for his life as many people have; he was studying at
the philological faculty of the Donetsk national university. At the
University there was a canteen, Roman often had lunch there and
he liked the girl who worked in this canteen. It was Olga, her
beauty and charm enchanted Roman, he has been flying for the
last six months. His brother, seeing Roman`s burning eyes, asked
him: “Why don`t you come to her and tell her about your feelings?” Roman answered: “I am waiting for the proper moment.”
When Roman graduated from the university, he came to the canteen and decided to talk to Olga, but she did not work there anymore and her former colleagues knew nothing about her. Roman
was about to fall down, his felt dizzy; he thought that his life was
over. A week passed, then one more week, a month, a year; there
was emptiness and despair in his heart. Seeing Roman`s state, his
friends recommended him to change something and to go abroad
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to have rest, to Sri-Lanka for example. It was a special place; on
the Internet they read an article about strange Love of two people
which influenced the history of this country. Friends felt that if
they send Roman to this place, something will happen, but they
could not feel if it was good or bad. It took them a week to persuade Roman to go travelling and save himself. And finally, when
everything was decided, his friends collected money and bought a
tour for him. Sitting on board the plane before departure, Roman
whispered: “I do not care what happens, I have no life without
her.” In the airport of Sri-Lanka Roman was met by the guide
Pavel, joking, he helped Roman to put his baggage into the car
and they went to the hotel. The road took them about 35 minutes
and all this time Pawel was telling Roman about the places of interest of this country, suggesting him visiting different interesting
places of this unforgettable island instead of boring sunbathing.
But Roman did not answer, he was silent. Leaving the hotel, Pavel
left his card, hoping that Roman would phone him. Roman`s
friends bought a tour for 10 days, and after 5 days Roman did not
know what to do, he took the card and phoned Pavel. Next day
Roman was sitting in a car and Pawel was trying to make him talk:
− You know, Roman, the residents say that if you want
something, it will come true.
− Perhaps, but I don`t believe in it.
− Why?
− I have certain reasons.
− Do not you want to share? – asked Pavel.
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− There is nothing to talk about. I am in love with one girl,
and for a year I have been suffering.
− A year – exclaimed Pavel surprised. – Have you ever tried
to see her and tell her about your feelings?
− You see, I do not know where she is, perhaps she is married.
− Wait, I will tell you one very old story. This story happened on this island and people pass it on from generation to generation. In one settlement a beautiful girl lived. Her name was
Lukava. She had a dream, she wanted to fall in love with a young
and beautiful boy and love him all her life. But years passed but
she did not feel Love. And being in despair, she decided to go
travelling around the world to look for her beloved.
− Well, did she find him? – Roman asked sarcastically.
− Wait, don `t hurry, listen what happened next. She was
travelling for a year, almost as you did – Pavel looked at Roman. –
And finally she came to Sri-Lanka. She was tired and disappointed
and asked to give her shelter in one of the settlements. A family
consisting of 3 people invited her in but they had one condition.
− What condition was it? – asked Roman anxiously.
− You see..., people had different traditions.
− What traditions are you talking about?
− Listen, one tradition was like this: if a young woman
comes to a young family and asks for shelter the man of the young
family has to talk to her and decide if she can stay with them.
− What is it for? – Roman was impatient to hear the answer.
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− I do not know for sure, but there was some special sense.
So, talking to Lukava, Rustam (it was the man`s name) learnt that
she had been travelling for a year in search of Love. He decided
that she could stay with them. He showed her room, where her bed
was ready. Standing in the doorway, Rustam looked at Lukava
one more time and said: “I have been looking for Love too.”
Lukava was looking at him, her eyes burning, she felt some motion burning her breast. “But I was mistaken,” – whispered
Rustam, his voice trembling. He left. Lukava was looking at the
leaving man and hoped that he would turn back and confess …
Next morning, a small sunray was creeping through the tiny
window wanting to caress the girl`s face, Lukava opened her eyes
and stretched herself, she was smiling, she felt warmth in her
body, she felt the yesterday evening, it was burning in her breast.
Lukava got up, stretched herself once again and left the room.
− What happened next? – Roman was impatient.
− And then unexplainable thing happened. There was nobody
in the house, as if she had a dream about the family and conversation with Rustam.
− But she woke up in the house so it was not a dream. – said
Roman.
− Yes, it was not a dream, but there was nobody in the house.
People seemed to leave the house in haste being frightened. She
could not understand what happened, but she felt that the man had
to come back. Lukava decide to stay in this house as long as the
moment demanded. The evening came, but there was still nobody
in the house, the second day, the third, nothing happened. Standing at the window, Lukava was looking into the distance, her body
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burning, having put her hand onto her heart, she whispered: “Hello, Love, I have been looking for you so long.”
This is Love!!!
It is definitely Love!!!, − the girl said aloud, and her eyes
were shining.
− Oh, if only I could look into such eyes. Have you ever seen
such eyes? – asked Pavel, holding the wheel.
Thinking about something, he asked Pavel:
− Could she ask the inhabitants of the settlement, where the
family from the house is?
− There were kilometers between houses. It is not like now:
you go out into your yard and your neighbours can see you. To
greet somebody you had to walk many kilometers. Besides,
Lukava had some unexplainable feeling, she was sure that she did
not have to go anywhere. A year passed, you see, it is one year
again. What do you think about it? – saying these words, Pavel
turned to Roman. – Rustam did not come back, but Lukava was
sure that he would return. She was waiting for him. One day,
Lukava heard somebody knocking at the door; she looked out of
the window but did not see anyone, she was watching the yard,
but could see nobody. She heard knocking again. Lukava opened
the door and saw Rustam. He was standing not far from the house,
there were tears in his eyes. They were standing in silence, looking at each other. Next morning, Lukava was walking near the
house and you could see the whole Universe in her eyes. Rustam
was standing in the doorway, there were tiredness, despair and
sadness in his face. Lukava could see him quite well but she did
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not approach, she was waiting for him to do something. In a moment Rustam was standing in front of her, he was trembling; at
last he murmured:
− Hello, Lukava.
The girl looked into his eyes, she was terrified:
− What did you do to yourself, Rustam?
− I was trying to forget you, but I couldn`t. Do you understand it, I couldn`t. I fell in love with you at first sight; this feeling
was so strong that I was afraid of it. I did not have rest that evening after leaving you. I couldn`t see my wife, because you were in
front of my eyes. She felt something was wrong and asked me
about the reason. I did not know what to say; I was walking
around the room but I could not make a decision. But now I understand, she realized everything, as she said: “Let us take our son
and go to live with my parents. Let us leave immediately, without
waiting for the morning, don`t worry for the girl, she will wake up
and leave.”
Lukava was standing, there were tears in her eyes. She said:
− Did you follow her?
− No, I didn`t just follow her, it was my decision, as I was
mad about you. That evening, when you knocked at my door, my
thoughts were boiling, I could not make a reasonable decision.
− Why did not you listen to your heart? Why did not you
confess?
− I do not know, I was scared.
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They were standing and looking at each other, there was disappointment in the girl`s eyes, and excuse in Rustam`s. Lukava`s
body told her that she loved Rustam, but her feelings said that they
cannot be together. Looking into Lukava`s eyes, Rustam was trying to find just a hint of excuse, it would make him stay and be
with her. He was clenching his fists and thinking: “Forgive me,
my dear and beloved, forgive me.” Lukava saw his desire of excuse, but her feelings told her that in order to be together one day
they have to part now. She was standing and looking at the Beloved, she had controversial feelings in her body: they were confusion and pain, but she could not betray her feelings.
− I cannot understand you, you betrayed me and Love.
Having heard these words Rustam felt giddy, he understood
that they would not be together.
− Leave, − the girl pronounced in a weak voice. – Leave, −
she said again, − I don`t want to see you.
Rustam was standing and trying to be more decisive, but
there was chaos in his thoughts, his soul was suffering from pain,
so that he could not breathe.
− Everything is over …, − whispered Rustam, − forgive me,
if you can.
Rustam left. Lukava was standing, being unable to see, and
saying out: “My Love, do not leave me, stay with me, I cannot
live without You.” At that moment she heard the distant voice: “I
Love you, I Love you, my woman, the most beloved and desired
in EVERYTHING EXISTING.” At that moment Lukava felt,
even saw Rustam, he was different in her vision, but she knew it
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was he. The girl saw his Love, but she could not feel him, so she
said out:
− My dear and beloved, We will be together by all means,
my Love is so great. But our Love will be realized at a proper
moment. I will be looking forward to it.
Having pronounced these words, Lukava went home, she was
smiling.
− What is the end of this story? – asked Roman.
− This story is not finished.
− How is it possible?
− Have you heard Lukava`s words?
− Why, why could not he keep her?
− You cannot return the past events, Rustam wanted to
change everything but...
− So, We have arrived. This is the place where Lukava and
Rustam had their last conversation, − Pavel said, getting out of the
car. – Why are you still sitting Roman, get out; this place is much
talked about on this island.
Pavel turned and saw Roman, sitting on the
the car, his eyes looking into the distance.

ground near

− What happened?
But Roman did not answer, he was just watching and his
cheeks were wet of tears. Pavel wanted to run to him, but felt that
he did not have to do it. Roman was sitting on the ground and
cursing himself:
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− I Am an idiot. Why haven`t I confessed her Now. Why…?
Roman dried his tears, saying:
− Everything needs its moment, and you must not miss it. I
will find you, my dear, in this life or in the next, it does not matter
for me. Love in my heart is burning me, showing me the way to
you, my beloved and desired. I feel, I will find you soon, my
Lukava.
Pavel was astonished, watching the scene, but finally he understood everything and pronounced:
− This story is not over yet, it is the fact.
To be continued…
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